A Brief History of the University of Louisville

The University of Louisville traces its roots to 1798 when the Jefferson Seminary was established.

During the early 19th century, the growing importance of river navigation, coupled with a strategic location at the falls of the Ohio River, made Louisville a commercial hub for the South and West. As the city’s population and economy grew, so did the demand for higher education.

In 1837, the Louisville Medical Institute opened for its first class, and the next year the city created the Louisville Collegiate Institute. In 1846, the General Assembly merged the Medical and Collegiate Institutes as the University of Louisville. The Assembly created a common board of trustees, but each division retained financial autonomy. The Medical School prospered and a newly added School of Law brought in a number of students. By the 1880s and 1890s, however, the University felt some pressure from education reformers who not only believed schools should employ full-time instructors, but also advocated well-enforced, national standards for academic training. In 1907, this trend contributed to the revival of the College of Arts and Sciences. Over the next three decades, the University added new programs: the Graduate School (1915), the School of Dentistry (1916), the Speed Scientific School (1928), the Louisville Municipal College (1931), the School of Music (1932), and the Kent School of Social Work (1936).

World War II and the postwar era brought major changes to the University of Louisville. Shortly after the war, the movement began to close the all-black Louisville Municipal College and desegregate the University on all levels. This was accomplished in 1950 and 1951. The School of Business was established in 1953. In 1965, a governor’s task force suggested the possibility of the University’s joining the state system of higher education, which it did five years later. Since 1968 the University has added several new academic units, including the School of Education (1968), the School of Nursing (1979), the School of Allied Health Sciences (1996-2002) and the School of Public Health and Information Sciences (2002).

For an institution over two hundred years old, the University of Louisville shows no signs of its age nor any signs of letting up. It is prospering now more than ever. As Kentucky’s second largest university, UofL has become a leader in addressing the needs of Kentucky’s and the nation’s metropolitan areas. Its focus on research, as well as its commitment to students, alumni and the community, are keys to this success. The University of Louisville looks forward to great and lasting accomplishments in its third century of providing higher education.
Saturday, May 11, 2019
Commencement Concert  9:30–10:00 a.m.

Louisville Brass .............................................Reese Land, Lorenzo Trujillo, Bruce Heim, Brett Shuster, Clinton McCanless
Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale .......................................Kent Hatteberg, Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement  10:00 a.m.

Presiding – Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President of the University

University Marshal ........................................Michael Mardis, Dean of Students and Vice Provost for Student Affairs

Commencement Processional
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Processional, which begins after the Commencement Concert.

Welcome ..............................................................Ron Wright, MD, Board of Trustees

Presidential Address ..........................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President

Introduction of Banner Bearers ..........................................................Paul DeMarco, Acting Dean of the Graduate School

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker ...........................................Sonya Hardin, Dean School of Nursing

Student Commencement Address ..........................................................Alexandra Hicks-Chambers, School of Nursing

Recognition of Faculty ..........................................................Paul DeMarco, Acting Dean of the Graduate School

Introduction of Degree Candidates ..........................................................Paul DeMarco, Acting Dean of the Graduate School
  The Graduate School (page 13) ..........................................................Paul DeMarco, Acting Dean
  The College of Arts and Sciences (page 19) ...........................................Kimberly Kempf-Leonard, Dean
  The School of Medicine (page 29) ........................................................Toni M. Ganzel, Dean
  The School of Dentistry (page 32) ........................................................T. Gerard Bradley, Dean
  The Louis D. Brandeis School of Law (page 36) .........................................Colin Crawford, Dean
  The Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work (page 38) ................................David A. Jenkins, Dean
  The School of Nursing (page 41) ..........................................................Sonya Hardin, Dean
  The School of Public Health and Information Sciences (page 43) .......................Craig H. Blakely, Dean

Induction into the Alumni Association ..........................................................Kelly Hodges, President, Alumni Association

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates ..........................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President

Alma Mater and Alumni Song ..............................................................James Powell, JBSSE’47
                                                John Newton Young, A&S
                                                (Audience and Ensemble)
2:00 p.m. Ceremony Program

Saturday, May 11, 2019
Commencement Concert  1:30–2:00 p.m.

Louisville Brass..............................................Reese Land, Lorenzo Trujillo, Bruce Heim, Brett Shuster, Clinton McCanless
Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale...................Kent Hatteberg, Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement  2:00 p.m.
Presiding – Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President of the University

University Marshal........................................Michael Mardis, Dean of Students & Vice Provost for Student Affairs

Commencement Processional
  The audience is requested to remain seated during the Processional, which begins after the Commencement Concert.

Welcome........................................................................Krista Wallace-Boaz, Board of Trustees
Presidential Address.............................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President
Presentation of the Trustees Award........................................Krista Wallace-Boaz, Board of Trustees
Trustees Award Winner's Remarks....................................Jeffrey C. Sun, College of Education and Human Development
Introduction of Banner Bearers........................................Paul DeMarco, Acting Dean of the Graduate School
Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker............................Emmanuel Collins, Dean
J.B. Speed School of Engineering
Student Commencement Address........................................Sarah Taheri, J.B. Speed School of Engineering
Recognition of Faculty......................................................Paul DeMarco, Acting Dean of the Graduate School
Introduction of Degree Candidates......................................Paul DeMarco, Acting Dean of the Graduate School
  The J.B. Speed School of Engineering (page 44).........................Emmanuel Collins, Dean
  The School of Music (page 50)................................................Christopher P. Doane, Dean
  The College of Business (page 51).............................................Todd Mooradian, Dean
  The College of Education and Human Development (page 54)........Amy Lingo, Interim Dean

Induction into the Alumni Association..................................Kelly Hodges, President, Alumni Association
Conferring of Degrees and Certificates.....................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President
Alma Mater and Alumni Song..................................................James Powell, JBSSE’47
John Newton Young, A&S
(Audience and Ensemble)
Chief Administrative Officers
Beth Boehm, Executive Vice President and University Provost
Robert Keynton, Executive Vice President for Research and Innovation*
Daniel Durbin, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Toni Ganzel, Executive Dean of Health Affairs
Thomas Hoy, General Counsel

Rhonda Bishop, Vice President for Enterprise Risk Management, Audit and Compliance
Ralph Fitzpatrick, Vice President for Community Engagement
Bradley Shafer, Vice President for University Advancement*
Vincent Tyra, Vice President for Athletics

* Interim Position

Board of Trustees

J. David Grissom, Chair
James Rogers, Vice Chair
Mary R. Nixon, Treasurer
Bonita Black, Secretary

Raymond Burse
Sandra Frazier
Jonathan Fuller
Nitin Sahney

John Smith
Krista Wallace-Boaz
Fred Williams
Ronald Wright

Board of Overseers

John McCall, Chair

Karen Abrams
Marie Abrams
Ron Abrams
Claire Alagia
Pat Alagia
Dana Allen
James Allen
Robert S. Allison
Robert W. Allison
Joseph L. Ardery
Daniel Ash
LouAnn Atlas
Robert C. Ayotte
J. McFerran (Mac) Barr II
Lewis S. (Sonny) Bass
Martin Bell
Robert P. Benson
Larry Benz
Don Berg
Neville Blakemore
Dale Boden
Hal Bomar
Phillip D. Bond
Olga P. Booher
Lewis Borders
Morton Boyd
Carl Brazley
Ernest Brooks
J. McCauley Brown
J. Michael Brown
Mike Brown
Sherman Brown
Pedro Bryant
Kelly Burke
Naveed Chowan
Toni Clem
Ann Ford Cobb
W. Stewart Cobb
Martha Neal Cooke
Everett Cowan
Charlie Dahlem
William E. Darragh III
H. Scott Davis Jr.
Tonya York Dees
Charles Denny
Hon. Bob DeWeese
Frank P. Doheny Jr.
Laurel Doheny
Joe Dougherty
Bruce Dudley
Welby Edwards
Larry Ethridge
Scott Ferguson
Carl T. Fischer Jr.
Greg Fischer
Clint Follette
Jean Frazier
Kevin Fuqua
Steve Gault
David George
Salem M. George Jr.
Eugene Gilchrist
C. Edward Glasscock
Kimberly Gorski
Juliet Cooper Gray
Nathaniel Green
Mary Moss Greenebaum
Julie Guenthner
John Hackett
Ali Haider
Daniel Hall
Stephen Hanson
Maggie Harlow
Blake Hasleton
Dennis Heishman
Audwin Helton
Bruce Henderson
Michael Hendricks
Allen Hertzman
Henry V. Heuser Jr.
Katheryn Higgins
Kelly Hodges
John Huber Jr.
Greg Inman
Scott Jones
Steve M. Jones
Steve Jones Jr.
Jan Karzen
Blanche Kitchen
David Kitchen
Bob Koetter
Don Kohler Jr.
Bob A. Kohn
Shelley Trager Kusman
Brian F. Lavin
Jon Mapp
Hon. Romano L. Mazzoli
Martin McClelland
Tom Meeker
Tim Mulloy
Debra Murphy
Randy Neely
George Nichols
Kent Oyler
Thomas J. Payette
Winston Pittman
Marie E. Porter
Joe Prather
Joe Rooks Rapport
Sam Rechter
Dana Reinhardt
William Renda
Benjamin K. Richmond
Eddy C. Roberts Jr.
Elaine Johns Robinson
Michael T. Rust
Ruth Ryan
Bill Samuels Jr.
Rob Samuels
Lalit Sarin
Michael L. Seebert
John Howard Shaw-Woo
Butch Shaw
Kevin Shurn
George R. Siemens Jr.
Ben Small
Sandy Metts Snowden
Joseph Steier
Bill Stone
Ray Strothman
James Strull
James Sublett
Dick Swope
Sandy Talbott
Susan Stout Tamme
Keil Thompson
Steven E. Trager
Daniel C. Ulmer Jr.
Colin Underhill
Todd Underhill
Jerry Ward
Curtis Warfield
Louis Waterman
Barbara Weakley-Jones
Susan Weiss
Beverly Wheatley
Mark Wheeler
Mary Gwen Wheeler
Dick H. Wilson
Andrea Woolfolk
Sherrill Brakmeier
Zimmerman
University of Louisville Foundation, Inc.
Keith M. Sherman, Interim Executive Director

Board of Directors
Neeli Bendapudi, President
Ronnie Abrams
James Boone
Mike Bowers
Paul Carrico
Jill Force
Sandra Frazier
J. David Grissom
Larry McDonald
Tom Meeker
Mary Nixon
Ken Payne
Earl Reed
Nitin Sahney

Kentucky Federal Delegation
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, United States Senator
The Honorable Rand Paul, United States Senator
The Honorable James Comer, United States Congressman
The Honorable Brett Guthrie, United States Congressman
The Honorable John Yarmuth, United States Congressman
The Honorable Thomas Massie, United States Congressman
The Honorable Harold Rogers, United States Congressman
The Honorable Garland Barr, United States Congressman

Commonwealth of Kentucky Elected Officials
The Honorable Matthew G. Bevin, Governor
The Honorable Jenean M. Hampton, Lieutenant Governor
The Honorable Robert Stivers, President of the Senate
The Honorable David Osborne, House Speaker Pro Tempore
The Honorable John D. Minton Jr., Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Kentucky

Louisville Metropolitan Caucus Members

Senators
Julie Raque Adams
Denise Harper Angel
Perry B. Clark
Ernie Harris
Jimmy Higdon
Paul Hornback
Morgan McGarvey
Stephen Meredith
Gerald A. Neal
Dennis Parrett
Dan Seum

Representatives
Tina Bojanowski
Charles Booker
Thomas J. Burch
McKenzie Cantrell
Jeffrey Donohue
Jim Duplessis
Al Gentry
Joni L. Jenkins
Nima Kulkarni
Mary Lou Marzian
Chad McCoy
Reginald Meeks
Charles Miller
Tim Moore
Jason Nemes
David Osborne
Rick Rand
Josie Raymond
Rob Rothenburger
Bart Rowland
Dean Schamore
Attica Scott
Maria Sorolis
James Tipton
Russell Webber
Lisa Willner
Council on Postsecondary Education
Aaron Thomson, President
Ronald C. Beal
Donna Moore
Robert H. Staat
Sherrill B. Zimmerman, Chair
Joe E. Ellis
Kristi P. Nelson
Sebastian Torres
Benjamin Brandstetter, Vice Chair
Kimberly Halbauer
Vidya Ravichandran
Carol Wright
Lisa C. Smith
Matthew Thomas Smith
Laura E. Miller
Meryem Kahloon
Amirage Saling
Alexandra Hicks-Chambers*
Sarah Taheri**
Oleg Babkov
Elshadai B. Smith-Mensah
Regina Passanisi
Molly O’Keefe
The Graduate School
School of Medicine
School of Dentistry
Brandeis School of Law
Kent School of Social Work
School of Nursing
J.B. Speed School of Engineering
School of Music
College of Business
College of Education and Human Development
School of Public Health and Information Sciences

Louisville-Jefferson County Metro Elected Officials
The Honorable Greg Fischer, Mayor
Metro Council
David James, President
Brent Ackerson
Stuart Benson
Rick Blackwell
Brandon Coan
Robin Engel
Keisha Dorsey
Madonna Flood
Cindi Fowler
Mark Fox
Nicole George
Jessica Green
Bill Hollander
Kevin Kramer
Paula McCraney
Pat Mulvihill
Marilyn Parker
James Peden
Anthony Piagentini
Donna Purvis
Scott Reed
Barbara Shanklin
Barbara Sexton-Smith
Kevin Triplett
Markus Winkler
David Yates

Spring 2019 Student Speaker Nominees and Banner Bearers
The following students were named by their respective deans as the banner bearers and nominees for student speaker for the university-wide commencement ceremony. Students were selected for best exemplifying the college or school in scholarship, leadership and service.

Lisa C. Smith
Jessica Riley
Matthew Thomas Smith
Laura E. Miller
Meryem Kahloon
Amirage Saling
Alexandra Hicks-Chambers*
Sarah Taheri**
Oleg Babkov
Elshadai B. Smith-Mensah
Regina Passanisi
Molly O’Keefe
The Graduate School
College of Arts and Sciences
School of Medicine
School of Dentistry
Brandeis School of Law
Kent School of Social Work
School of Nursing
J.B. Speed School of Engineering
School of Music
College of Business
College of Education and Human Development
School of Public Health and Information Sciences

*This student will deliver remarks as part of today’s 10:00 a.m. commencement ceremony.
**This student will deliver remarks as part of today’s 2:00 p.m. commencement ceremony.
Neeli Bendapudi, PhD
President

Neeli Bendapudi is the 18th President of the University of Louisville. Selected by the UofL Board of Trustees in April 2018, Bendapudi came to Louisville from the University of Kansas where she served as Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor.

Since becoming President, Bendapudi has worked toward making the university a great place for students to learn, a great place for faculty and staff to work, and a great place for alumni and the community to invest. Under her leadership, the university will celebrate diversity, foster equity and strive for inclusion.

She earned her PhD in marketing from the University of Kansas and has teaching experience at Texas A&M University and The Ohio State University. Bendapudi returned to KU in 2011 to become the School of Business dean and H.D. Price Professor of Business. During her career, she has taught at the undergraduate, MBA, Executive MBA and PhD levels and received numerous college, university and national teaching awards.

Bendapudi specializes in the study of consumer behavior in service contexts. Her research deals with customers’ willingness and ability to maintain long-term relationships with firms and with the brands and employees that represent them. Her research has been published in the Journal of Academic Medicine, Harvard Business Review, Journal of Marketing (where she also served on the editorial board), Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of Retailing, Journal of Service Research and in the proceedings of various national and international conferences. Her work has been featured in popular media outlets including The New York Times, CNBC, CNN, MSNBC, WebMD and Fox News Network.

Previously, she served as chief customer officer of the Huntington National Bank and was actively involved in business outreach through consulting and executive education programs.

A highly sought-after keynote speaker, she has addressed national and international audiences for many companies, trade groups and organizations.

Bendapudi sits on the Board of Directors of publicly held company Lancaster Colony Corporation and has sat on several non-profit organization boards, including MRIGlobal, an independent research institute. She is a former Leadership Foundation Fellow of the International Women’s Forum, one of a select group of women selected worldwide for this prestigious honor.

She is married to Venkat Bendapudi. Their daughter, Sirisha, is married to Kyle Ladd.
Beth A. Boehm, PhD
Professor of English
Executive Vice President and University Provost

Beth Boehm’s appointment as executive vice president and university provost at the University of Louisville became effective July 1, 2018. Boehm joined the UofL faculty as an assistant professor of English in 1987, has been a university vice provost since 2011, and most recently served as vice provost for academic affairs, responsible for undergraduate and graduate affairs. In 2012, she was appointed dean of the School of Interdisciplinary and Graduate Studies. She will return to that position when her appointment as provost concludes.

While at UofL, she has served in a variety of administrative and academic roles, including as director of undergraduate studies in English, as director of graduate studies in the Department of English, as vice chair of English, and as vice chair and chair of the Faculty Senate.

Boehm was twice awarded the College of Arts and Sciences Distinguished Teaching Award and was selected as a University Distinguished Teaching Professor in 2003. In 2009, she was awarded for her distinguished service by both the college and the university.

In 2014-15, she was selected as one of 24 participants in the Academy for Innovative Higher Education Leadership sponsored by Arizona State University and Georgetown University.
Graduate School

Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Guy Stevenson Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies
Lisa Christine Smith
Ph.D. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Karen Kayser

The John Richard Binford Memorial Award
Kelsey Lynn Kaht
Ph.D. Chemistry
Mentor: Professor Richard Baldwin

The John M. Houchens Prize for Outstanding Dissertation
Tasha L. Golden
Ph.D. Public Health Sciences
Mentor: Associate Professor Monica Wendel

The Alice Eaves Barns Award for Outstanding Achievement in Master’s Program
Miranda Danielle Hale
M.A. Spanish
Mentor: Assistant Professor Lluís Baixauli-Olmos

The Virginia “Jenny” Madden Award for Graduate Student Leadership and Service
Sarah Michelle Forister
M.Ed. Special Education
Mentor: Assistant Professor Erick Dubuque

The Graduate Dean’s Citations
Babajide Odunitan Ayinde
Ph.D. Electrical Engineering
Mentor: Professor Jacek Zurada

Jacqueline Olivia Banet
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Angelina Marie Batorelli
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lisa Smith

Mariem Boujelbene
M.S. Computer Science
Mentor: Associate Professor Olfa Nasroui

Amanda Kristine Byler
M.S. Sport Administration
Mentor: Assistant Professor Megan Shreffler

Derek Douglas Carter
M.M. Music Composition
Mentor: Associate Professor Krzysztof Wolek

Megan Alyssa Chernosky
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Kayla Marie Cokrlic
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Judy Heitzman

Samantha Allison Cooper
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Anita Barbee

Khalil Damak
M.S. Computer Science
Mentor: Associate Professor Olfa Nasraoui

Te’Ara LeeShay Davey
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Judy Heitzman

Hallie Ruth Decker
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Judy Heitzman

Anagh Trilochan Deshpande
Ph.D. Mechanical Engineering
Mentor: Associate Professor Keng Hsu

Megan Elizabeth Duncanson
M.A. Anthropology
Mentor: Associate Professor Fabian Crespo

Rachel Elizabeth Etzler
Au.D. Audiology
Mentor: Assistant Professor Jeffrey Weihing

Sarah Michelle Forister
M.Ed. Special Education
Mentor: Assistant Professor Erick Dubuque

Lisa Christine Gaines
M.S.N. Nursing
Mentor: Associate Professor Diane Chlebowy

Tasha L. Golden
Ph.D. Public Health Sciences
Mentor: Associate Professor Monica Wendel

Jessica Erin Graham
Au.D. Audiology
Mentor: Assistant Professor Sharon Miller
Amanda Lynn Haas  
M.S. Human Resource Education  
Mentor: Assistant Professor Kevin Rose  

Miranda Danielle Hale  
M.A. Spanish  
Mentor: Assistant Professor Lluís Baixauli-Olmos  

Alyson Emily Hendricks  
M.A. Political Science  
Mentor: Associate Professor Melissa Merry  

Bryan Thomas Hirt  
M.S. Sport Administration  
Mentor: Assistant Professor Megan Shreffler  

Marcel Daniel Hull  
M.S. Human Resource Education  
Mentor: Assistant Professor Kevin Rose  

Brianna Katharine Janig  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris  

Kelsey Lynn Kaht  
Ph.D. Chemistry  
Mentor: Professor Richard Baldwin  

Sami Khenissi  
M.S. Computer Science  
Mentor: Associate Professor Olfa Nasraoui  

Bryce Jamison Kleinsteuber  
M.A. Political Science  
Mentor: Associate Professor Melissa Merry  

Kylie Nicole Klotzbach  
M.S. Sport Administration  
Mentor: Assistant Megan Shreffler  

Nicholas Edward Kolarik  
M.S. Applied Geography  
Co-Mentors: Assistant Professor Forrest Stevens and Associate Professor Andrea Gaughan  

Mariah Charity Jean Likens  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Professor Anna Faul  

Mohamed Yehia Abdelaleem Mahmoud  
Ph.D. Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Mentor: Assistant Professor Jill Steinbach-Rankins  

Tara Freeman McKinley  
Ph.D. Educational Leadership and Organizational Development  
Mentor: Professor Jeffrey Sun  

Andrew Center Miller  
M.M. Music Performance  
Mentor: Professor Kent Hatteberg  

Ciro Vitale Minopoli  
M.S. Sport Administration  
Mentor: Assistant Professor Megan Shreffler  

Baraka Muvuka  
Ph.D. Public Health Sciences  
Mentor: Associate Professor Muriel Harris  

Luis Felipe Cardona Olarte  
Ph.D. Industrial Engineering  
Mentor: Professor Kevin Gue  

Chad Steven O’Brien  
M.M. Music Performance  
Mentor: Professor Brett Shuster  

Molly C. O’Keefe  
M.S. Health Administration  
Mentor: Professor Christopher Johnson  

Katja Antonia Riessenberger  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris  

Amirage M. Saling  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Professor Seana Golder  

Broderick Adam Sawyer  
Ph.D. Clinical Psychology  
Mentor: Professor Suzanne Meeks  

Jeanelle Susanne Sears  
Ph.D. Social Work  
Mentor: Professor Thomas Lawson  

Amberli Arnæ Seay  
M.A. Pan-African Studies  
Mentor: Professor Theresa Rajack-Talley  

Lisa Christine Smith  
Ph.D. Social Work  
Mentor: Professor Karen Kayser  

Kelsey Laine Starns  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lisa Smith  

Wenlong Sun  
Ph.D. Computer Science and Engineering  
Mentor: Associate Professor Olfa Nasraoui  

Theresa Vail  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris  

Alton Nathaniel Verbist  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Judy Heitzman  

Lalu Murali Krishna Vijayakrishna Pillai  
Ph.D. Biology  
Mentor: Professor Michael Perlin  

Caroline Ann Wallace  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Judy Heitzman
Dena Eilers Wilson  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Professor Anna Faul

Mackenzie Erin York  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lisa Smith

Minghua Zhang  
M.A. Mathematics  
Mentor: Professor Ryan Gill

Emily Lynn Zuccaro  
Ph.D. Curriculum and Instruction  
Mentor: Professor Kathryn Whitmore
Graduate School

Degrees and Certificates

Doctor of Philosophy

College of Arts and Sciences
Stacy Lynn Allen
Chemistry
Adel Bandar A. Alruqi
Physics
Sheliza Bhanjee
Urban and Public Affairs
Diptaparna Biswas
Physics
Leigh Cara Brosof
Clinical Psychology
Patrick Andrew Danner
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Michelle LeeAnn Day
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Ruchira Ravinath Dharmasena
Physics
Katherine Claire Dixon
Experimental Psychology
Layne Porta Gordon
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Bryan William Hamilton
Applied Sociology
Myra Jean Fallon Huffman
Experimental Psychology
Glyptus Ann Grider Jones
Urban and Public Affairs
Kelsey Lynn Kaht
Chemistry
Susannah Carol Kilbourne
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Ashanka Kumari
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Tonya Scott Lanphier
Applied Sociology
Trevor Allen Leach
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Catherine Haleh Najmabadi McDermott
Experimental Psychology
Erin Shannon O’Reilly
Humanities

Jarrid Michael Ronnebaum
Chemistry
Broderick Adam Sawyer
Clinical Psychology
Carol Jordan Stewart
Humanities
Jonathan Adam Udelson
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Lalu Murali Krishna Vijayakrishna Pillai
Biology
Nicholas Stanley Vishnosky
Chemistry
Jennifer White
Humanities
Frederick A. Williams Jr.
Criminal Justice
Richard Leon Wysocki
English/Rhetoric and Composition

College of Business
Cole Joseph Crider
Entrepreneurship
Shaun Paul Digan
Entrepreneurship
Charles Raymond Olsavsky
Entrepreneurship

College of Education and Human Development
Brittany Flanery Crawford
Counseling and Personnel Services
Pamela Bates Larkin
Curriculum and Instruction
Joshua Harris McKee
Counseling and Personnel Services
Tara Freeman McKinley
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Melissa Liegh Shaner Michael
Curriculum and Instruction
Roland Lawrence O’Daniel
Curriculum and Instruction
Robert Lynn Smith
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Shaun Michelle Sowell  
Counseling and Personnel Services

Christine Ashley Wiggins-Romesburg  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

Sarah Beth Williams  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

Emily Lynn Zuccaro  
Curriculum and Instruction

**School of Public Health and Information Sciences**

Colette Patrice Davis  
Public Health Sciences

Tasha L. Golden  
Public Health Sciences

Teresa J. McGeeney  
Public Health Sciences

Baraka Muvuka  
Public Health Sciences

Diana Kuo Stojda  
Public Health Sciences

Christine Marie Swanson  
Public Health Sciences

Lindsay Koloff Tompkins  
Public Health Sciences

**Graduate School**

John Andrew Houston  
Interdisciplinary Studies

**Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work**

Jeanelle Susanne Sears  
Social Work

Lisa Christine Smith  
Social Work

**School of Medicine**

Aditya Shirish Barve  
Pharmacology and Toxicology

Matthew William Dent  
Pharmacology and Toxicology

Jason H. Gumbel  
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology

Mohamed Yehia Abdelaleem Mahmoud  
Pharmacology and Toxicology

Ian Scot Pyle  
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology

Sophia Marie Sears  
Pharmacology and Toxicology

Casey Jean Steadman  
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology

Christine Elaine Dolin Taylor  
Pharmacology and Toxicology

Juanita Evelyn Von Dwingelo  
Microbiology and Immunology

Zachary David Whiddon  
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology

**J. B. Speed School of Engineering**

Babajide Patrick Ajayi  
Chemical Engineering

Waleed Ebrahim Alim  
Mechanical Engineering

Babajide Odunitan Ayinde  
Electrical Engineering

Luis Felipe Cardona Olarte  
Industrial Engineering

Yan Chen  
Mechanical Engineering

Daniel Felipe Jaramillo Cabanzo  
Chemical Engineering

Anagh Trilochan Deshpande  
Mechanical Engineering

Jihad Hallany  
Civil Engineering

Gang Hao  
Industrial Engineering

Andrew David Karem  
Computer Science and Engineering

Peiyu Luo  
Industrial Engineering

Samineh Mesbah  
Electrical Engineering

Mohammad Mohaghegh Faghhih  
Mechanical Engineering

Hugo Apolo Nambo Salgado  
Chemical Engineering

Fereshteh Noorbakhsh  
Civil Engineering

Russell B. Prater  
Mechanical Engineering

Mahya Ramezani  
Civil Engineering

Wenlong Sun  
Computer Science and Engineering
Doctor of Education
Robin Lyn Berry
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Natalie Redman Brown
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Sandra Lynn Hogue
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Vanessa Marie McPhail
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Kathy Yvette Stovall
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

Doctor of Audiology
Mary Elizabeth Carrico
Audiology
Rachel Elizabeth Etzler
Audiology
Jessica Erin Graham
Audiology
Taylor Marie Kieffer
Audiology
Lauren Webb Murphey
Audiology
Haiden Alizabeth Nunn
Audiology
Amber E. Snyder
Audiology
Mary Hamilton Sohler
Audiology

Master of Science
Emily Lauren Goldstein
Interdisciplinary Studies/Sustainability
Venkata Durgarasad Gullapalli
Interdisciplinary Studies/Sustainability
Elizabeth Ann Ruhe
Interdisciplinary Studies/Sustainability

Master of Arts
Madeline Anne Glabough
Interdisciplinary Studies/Bioethics and Medical Humanities

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Shawnda Michelle Alexander
Nursing
Dedra Marie Hayden
Nursing
Laurie Pope Milliner
Nursing
Undergraduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Woodcock Medalist
Jessica J. Riley

Outstanding College Honors Project - Humanities
Devin A. Stephens

Outstanding College Honors Project - Natural Sciences
Mohammed M. Hindi

University Honors Scholars


Phi Beta Kappa Association of Kentuckiana
Scholarship Award
Jason R. Bush

Omicron Delta Kappa Outstanding Graduating Senior
Noela Mbaka Botaka

Department of Anthropology Award of Merit
Noah S. Smith  Jessica G. Sanders

Justis Bier Award in Art History
Bailey L. Koval

Winthrop Allen Memorial Prize in Creative Art
Olivia T. Lantz

Harvey B. and Ethel W. Lovell Award for Excellence in Biology
Amy L. Cherry  Abigail L. Durbin  Heejue J. Hong  Pelam M. Khayat  Mariam Marayo Godo  Mary K. Robinson  Emily S. Stewart

Stuart Neff Award in Biology
Heather A. Griffith

Dept. of Classical and Modern Languages Award for Excellence: American Sign Language Interpreting Studies
Jenna A. Walsh

Dept. of Classical and Modern Languages Award for Excellence: Spanish - David R. Hershberg Award for Excellence
Elizabeth K. Schaff

American Chemical Society Award
Anna E. Davis

Chemistry Faculty Award for Excellence
Mohammed M. Hindi

Royal Society of Chemistry Award
Maxwell J. Rakett
Ida B. Wells Award for Success in the Face of Adversity in Criminal Justice
Renee Gibson

John C. Klotter Award for Academic Excellence in Criminal Justice
Ellen R. Braden

Kenneth R. Nally Award for Outstanding Service in Criminal Justice
Kelly A. Sager

Outstanding Senior in Communication
Shelby N. Carter

Mary E. Burton Award in English
Bayne M. Lutz
Elizabeth K. Shaaf

Louis Seig Award for Excellence in Geography
Natalie J. Quisenberry

Leonard Pardue Award for Outstanding Non-Traditional Graduate in Geography
Margaret A. Madden

Mary Katherine Bonsteel Tachau Award for Excellence in History
Jessica J. Riley

Morris Bein Award for Excellence in Humanities
Christie S. Welch

Outstanding Graduate in Humanities
Molly I.F. LaPorte

Outstanding Senior in Liberal Studies
Bayne M. Lutz
Jessica G. Sanders

Mary Ruth Brookover Award in Mathematics
Tristan C. Burton

Louisville Armed Forces Committee Outstanding Cadet Award
Brayden D. Berezny

Nancy Pollock Memorial Award for Excellence in Pan-African Studies
Destinee M. Germany

Yvonne Jones Award for Academic Excellence in Pan-African Studies
Moriah A. Bellamy

Kathleen Maddox Fritsch Award in Paralegal Studies
Hillary C. DeCastro

Richard Campbell Smith Memorial Award for Excellence in Philosophy
Jeremy K. Jackson

Richard L. Barber Award for Academic Excellence in Philosophy
Alex B. Tackett

Donald M. Bennett Award for Outstanding Scholastic Achievement in Physics
Samir Kusmic

Erin Lyons Rouse Award in Political Science
Patrick Leonard Reeder

Jean O’Sullivan and Eleanor O’Sullivan Scholarships in Political Science
T’Nia S. Fuller
Natasha G. Mundkur

Louis B. Kesselman Award in Political Science
Madison E. Eckels

Boyd Martin Award for Excellence in Theatre Arts
Ashley M. Lanham

Outstanding Graduate in Urban and Public Affairs
Emily L. Goldstein

Ann Taylor Allen Award for Outstanding Work in Women’s and Gender Studies
Hannah M. Bairo
Elections To Woodcock Society

Mariana I. Arce
Hannah M. Bairo
Ellen R. Braden
Matthew P. Bradshaw
Tristan C. Burton
Jason R. Bush
Shelby N. Carter
Joyce Chen
Oscar Chen
Amy L. Cherry
Madison M. Chumble
Sidney P. Cobb
Rebecca F. Davis
Anna E. Davis
Easton B. Depp
Seth H. Drake
Abigail L. Durbin
Corey J. Dutton
Madison E. Eckels
Lillian M. Fouch
Jeffrey D. Fox
Wilfred R. Furtado
Erica L. Gaither
Cameron R. Garner
Lance M. Gibson
Stanley R. Goodman
Rebecca L. Guan
Mohammad M. Hindi
Joseph D. Hock
Heejie J. Hong
Qien J. Huang
Michael A. Jester
Joshua W. Julian
Adam M. Khayat
Bridget D. Kim
Olivia T. Lantz
Molly I.F. LaPorte
Emily C. Leforce
Bayne M. Lutz
Macey E. Mayes
Katelyn M. Mcdowell
Marian Merayo Godo
Natasha G. Mundkur
Omar S. Pasha
Rakhi C. Patel
Ethan C. Pelletier
Elizabeth Y. Peña
Chelsea R Pruett
Emma C. Radulski
Maxwell J. Rakutt
Liam S. Resener
Audrey R. Riggs
Jessica J. Riley
Mary K. Robinson
Diana H. Rudic
Stephanie N. Russell
Jessica G. Sanders
Elizabeth K. Schaa
Allegra G. Schikler
Sarah K. Simon
Noah S. Smith
Emily S. Steward
Joshua D. Stewart
Caroline G. Strack
Kara R. Thomas
Shayla R. Thompson
Angel F. Thornsby
Rachel G. Trimble
Sara M. Tucker
Jenna A. Walsh
Evan A. Wright
Nicholas E. Yates

Elections To Pi Sigma Alpha National Honorary Political Science Fraternity

Matthew Alexander Adkins
Benjamin Cullen Anderson
Kathleen Mccall Ash
Garrett Blackburn Bird
Hayden Camille Combs
Nathaniel David Dove
Madison Elizabeth Eckels
Tnia Shakir Fuller
Meagan Anne Gambrel
Tess Carey Gheytanchi
Dylan Irvin Thomas Goetz
Alexandra Masden Griffiths
Brooke Talise Holton
Ronica Faith Hutchison
Bridget Dana Kim
Madalyn Grace Lagadinos
Maria Anne Macaluso
Macey Elizabeth Mayes
Donald Patrick Palmquist
Ethan Conner Pelletier
Patrick Leonard Reeder
Tristan Hunter Riley
Rachel Gene Roarx
Jacie Colie Rowe
Mary Jane Shafer
Sarah Katherine Simon
Kara Rose Thomas
Thomas Joel Veatch
Evan Allen Wright

Elections To Psi Chi National Honor Society in Psychology

William B. Adams
Tesnim Arar
Adrieann E. Armstrong
Ashley D. Batliner
Olivia L. Cook
Rebecca F. Davis
Olivia M. Delong
Shannon L. Demarcus
Emily A. Dickey
Abigail L. Fischbach
Ashley M. Houchin
Katherine E. Maxwell
Taylor M. Parks
Ariel N. Price
Julia A. Sadlo
Audrey E. Smith
Chelsea B. Stivers
Shayla R. Thompson
Sara M. Tucker
Kaylyn E. Tyree
Emily E. Wells

Alpha Epsilon Delta National Pre-Medical/Pre-Health Honor Society

Mariana I. Arce
Rachel A. Armstrong
Trey L. Bullock
Amy L. Cherry
Medha C. Desai
Lekha P. Devara
Khoi K. Do
Cameron R. Garner
Rebecca L. Guan
David S. Heng
Matthew S. Hill
Adam M. Khayat
Ashton F. Mallory
Sarah A. McQuaide
Omar S. Pasha
Audrey R. Riggs
Mary K. Robinson
Myrah Siddiqi
Nissa Siddiqi
America R. Silva
Kiara A. Smith
Shahab Taheri
Nicholas E. Yates

Elections To Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society

Ellen R. Braden
Jonathan M. Gutermuth
Jonathan D. Howser
Chad R. Jackson
Melanie S. Johnson
Daisha J. Maddox
Dalton D. Maldonado
Taylor G. Nunn
Cassandra N. Payne
Kelly A. Sager
Halle M. Sciarriino
Katherine M. Tate
Cory B. Vinlove
Megan J. Wood
Elections To Eta Sigma Phi National Honorary Society
for Latin Greek and Classical Studies
Andrea L. Schmidt
John H. Graney
Devin A. Stephens
Robert D. Martin
Sarah C. Parr

Elections To Pi Delta Phi French Honorary
Alexander N. Maltese
Jennifer Erin Stevens

Elections To Sigma Delta Pi National Spanish Honorary
Taylor Bryant
Kandall Ruber

Elections To Phi Alpha Theta National Honorary Society in History
Molly I.F. LaPorte
Emily C. Leforce
Jessica J. Riley
Tristan H. Riley

Elections To Sigma Pi Sigma Honor Society in Physics
Bryson C. Clifford
Samir Kusmic
Thomas E. Rosbottom
Graduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate in Anthropology Award of Merit
Maria G. Ellis

Outstanding Graduate in Classical and Modern Languages, MA in French
Jennifer Erin Stevens

Outstanding Graduate in Classical and Modern Languages, MA in Spanish
Miranda D. Hale

Outstanding Graduate in Communication
Jessica N. Sanchez

Kenneth J. Marshall Award in Criminal Justice
Joshua J. Judah

Outstanding Graduate in Fine Arts
Monica H. Stewart
Alexis J. Doerr

Geography Outstanding Graduate
Nicholas E. Kolarik

Outstanding Graduate in History
Kalie A. Gipson

Grady Nutt Award for the Most Creative Masters Project in Humanities
Ian D. Stamper

Outstanding Graduate in Humanities
Erin S. O’Reilly

Master of Arts in Mathematics Outstanding Graduate
Minghua Zhang

Fola Lyun Award for Outstanding Achievement as a Graduate Student in Pan-African Studies
Alexander G. Kalianna

Outstanding Graduates in Political Science
Alyson Emily Hendricks
Bryce Jamison Kleinstueber

Manuel Schwartz Award for Outstanding Graduate Performance in Physics
Soumyananda Goswami
Matthias Scott-Jones

Outstanding Graduate in Sociology
Assel Kuzembayeva

Warren Oates Award for Excellence in Theatre Arts
LaShondra C. Hood

Kapa Outstanding Master of Urban Planning Award
Kendra L. Harruff

Master of Public Administration Outstanding Student Award
Steven J. Bush

Master of Urban Planning Outstanding Student Award
Hannah M. Crepps

Urban and Public Affairs Outstanding Dissertation Award
Charles W. Grooms

Outstanding Graduate in Urban and Public Affairs
George Eklund

Ann Taylor Allen Award for Outstanding Graduate Work in Women’s and Gender Studies
Corey Feger

Elections to Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society
Melron J. Kelly
Shantel A. Pettway
Nick C. Reiland
Eddie C. Williams

Elections to Alpha Kappa Delta National Honorary Society in Sociology
Angel F. Thornsbury
Bolaji M. Ogbulu
Bryan W. Hamilton

Elections to Pi Sigma Alpha National Honorary Political Science Fraternity
Kristian Dakota Edwards
Alyson Emily Hendricks
Bryce Jamison Kleinstueber
David Bawi Bik Lian

Elections to Alpha Kappa Delta National Honorary Society in Sociology
Angel F. Thornsbury
Bolaji M. Ogbulu
Bryan W. Hamilton
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts
Laura Julia Alfonso Veitia
Samuel Pierre Arnold
Karen Angela Battoe
Jordan Scott Bennett
Carol Liann Bolton
Ash Braunecker
Emma Christine Bryan
Brent Austin Coughenour
Nannie Grace Crone
Alexis Joy Doerr
Nicole Lyn Dugan
Megan Elizabeth Duncanson
Kristian Dakota Edwards
Maria Grace Ellis
Carter Reid Elsea
Corey J. Feger
Morgan Folden
Aleezza Nevada Gardner
Kalie Ann Gipson
Olivia Blair Given
Miranda Danielle Hale
Taryn Lynn Hall
Nicole Monae Hardin
Alyson Emily Hendricks
Betty Henriquez
Christopher Michael Herde
Isaac Nathaniell Johnson
Justin Dakota Johnson
Alexander Ganesha
Kaliannan
Beau Kilpatrick
Bryce Jamison Kleinsteuber
James Arthur Knoer
Rachel Ann Knowles
Elizabeth Patrice Kreilein
Assel Kuzembayeva
David Lian
Greta Eleanor Maas
Mary K. Marlatt
Isaac Nathaniel Marvel
Sarah Elizabeth McCoy
Hugo Miranda-Sanchez
Gabrielle A. Peak
Sarah Elizabeth Petrey
Timothy Robert Phelps
Nicholas Bryan Reid
Jessica N. Sanchez
Brandon Michael Schmidt
Amberli Arnae Seay
Mary-Kathryn Weaver Smith
Stephanie Kay Soper
Ian David Stamper
Jennifer Erin Stevens
Dylan Thomas Swinford
Holly Cecil Tabor
Rebecca Ballantine Toop
JeanAnne Wagner
Austin Lee Warren
Edward Allen Wilson III
Minghua Zhang
Stephanie Jo Patterson
Shantel-Ann M. Pettway
Nicholas C. Reiland
Tirtha Raj Sibakoti
Justin Douglas Smith
Rebecca L. Steele
Hamzeh Ali Abdallah Tefah
Carol Ann Thompson-Meecher
Megan Joy Toda
Allison J. Williams
Eddie Charles Williams Jr.

Master of Fine Arts
Lauren Ashley Bader
Reid Thomas Andrew Broadstreet
Tammy Mechele Burke
Lauren Elizabeth Dobbs
LaShondra Cherell Hood
Helen E. Payne
Monica Helen Stewart
KCJ Szwedzinski
Terrence Patrick Tocantins

Master of Public Administration
Ash Braunecker
Timisha Olivia Brooks
Steven Jacob Bush
Kelsey Combs
George E. Eklund IV
David Benjamin Holder
Alanah Rose Stigler
Raven Michelle Williams

Master of Science
Abdulaziz Fahad M. Alfahrood
Diptaparna Biswas
Leigh Cara Brosof
Benjamin Jackson Caleb
Bradley Scott Clark
Steven Patrick Cronin
Selorm Joy Fanah
David Wayne Gay
Christopher James Gilkinson
Adam Jason Hirsch
Joshua Joseph Judah
Melron Jakarta Kelly
Pom Lal Kharel
Nicholas Edward Kolarik
Joseph Garrard Leibson
Charles Albert Metts
Aubrey Ann Mojesky
Paige J. Monsen
Michelle Leigh Newman
Kimberly M. Orange
Stephanie Jo Patterson
Shantel-Ann M. Pettway
Nicholas C. Reiland
Tirtha Raj Sibakoti
Justin Douglas Smith
Rebecca L. Steele
Hamzeh Ali Abdallah Tefah
Carol Ann Thompson-Meecher
Megan Joy Toda
Allison J. Williams
Eddie Charles Williams Jr.

Master of Urban Planning
Molly Rachel Clark
Travis F. Davis
Matthew Thomas Rehmer
Jeremy Allen Young

Bachelor of Arts
William Blake Adams V
Matthew Alexander Adkins
Zachary Gene Alexander
Asaad Amin Ali
Deanna Marie Allen
Mitchell T’ante Allen
Tara Anne Allen
Taylor Alden Allen
††Benjamin Cullen Anderson
††Ian William Anderson
††Tesnim Arar
††Mariana Isabel Arce
Bronson Pruitt Area
††Kaitlyn Nicole Arel
††Rachel Ann Armstrong
††Kathleen McCall Ash
Deborah Rajimi Astudillo Scalia
†Mara Louise Atherton
Benjamin Joseph Atzinger
Aundranay Bailey
†Callie Jo Bailey
Niveka Asha Bailey
Whitney D. Bard
Chelsea Nicole Barton
Allison Nicole Baseheart
Blaire Elisabeth Bass
†Ashley Danielle Batliner
Trevor Daniel Beck
Stephen Sherrill Becker
Ellie Renee Beeler
Debra Denise Bennett
Jermaine Andre Bibb
Makayla Dawn Bilyeu
Luis Enrique Bisos-Bautista
Quiera Latreece Black
Cheyanne Lorraine Blandford
Devon Patrice Blandford
†Stephanie Maria Bolin
Manuela Koyeni Botaka
Av Maureen Bradley
††Matthew Patrick Bradshaw
Joseph Riley Brewer
Caleb Jack Bridgewater
††Abigail Brown
Bianna Michelle Brown
†Kurt Sean Michael Brown
Marisa Lynne Brown
Micha William Brown
†Taylor Marie Bryant
Elizabeth Ann Buchanan
Trey Lee (Prescott) Bullock
Mackenzie Belle Burke
Dana Noelle Burton
Le’Price Richelle Burton
†††Jason R. Bush
Amonte Crus Caban
Tabitha Nicole Carnes
†Bethany LaNae’ Carrier
Kristen Nicole Carter
†††Shelby Noelle Carter
†Gillian Elise Casey
††Madison Michelle Chumble
Carissa Clark
†Lauren Marie Clarke
Cassandra Paige Cleaver
††Sidney Paige Cobb
Michaela Rae Collins
Teresa Rose Collins
Samantha Nicole Combest
†Hayden Camille Combs
Ali Winston Conder
Brigid Erin Connelly
Ashon Jay Corkum
Morgan Cheyenne Cornell
†Matthew Christopher Cor-Sarino
Jennifer Ann Coulter
Madison Rene Cousineau
Estefanya Couto Sanchez

†Candidate for Cum Laude
††Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†††Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Adam Lee Crocker
Isabella R. Cross
††LaKeisha Janay Crum
William Hunter Crump
Maia Danyal
†Allison Elizabeth Davidson
Derick Clinton Davidson
Katelynn Nicole Davidson
†††Rebecca Fallon Davis
†Liam Decker
Alessandra Del Pozo
††Shannon Leigh DeMarcus
††Easton Bradford Depp
††Lekha Pradyumna Devara
Robert Lewis DeVore
††Emily Anne Dickey
Mary Cecelia DiGiacomo
† Lazaro Donis Munoz
Samuel Hilborn Dougherty
Mackenzie Tindall Doyle
††Seth Hunter Drake
†Allison C. Dukavas
Kaidyn Anne Dull
Samuel Thomas Dunn
††Abigail Louise Durbin
Asia Nashell Durr
†Corey Jeanette Dutton
†††Madeline Elizabeth Dyer
Tori Elizabeth Edwardsen
Hayley Madison Eisenberg
Caroline Elizabeth Elder
Aby Michelle Elliott
Camille Marie Elliott
Richard Wayne Ellis
Alex Charles Englert
Steven Enoch
††Lily Katherine Evans
Sean Boyd Ezell
James Clayton Fabiano III
Nicole Patricia Faim Elias
John Taylor Feris
Clement Filho
Abigail Fischbach
Whitney Paige Fishel-Cowins
†Jaleeya N. Foster
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Franke
Carly Rebecca Franklin
Rachel Lear French
Katelyn Elizabeth Friess
T’Nia Shakir Fuller
Jaclyn Nichole Fultz
††Wilfred R. Furtado
Jacqueline Patricia Gagne
Maria Laura Garcia Barragan
Ricardo Garcia De Paredes
Ivy Alexandra Gatlins
Allen DeSean Gazaway
Christine Nicole Genovely
Alexandra Getzler
†Tess Carey Ghentzch
†††Lance Murphy Gibson
†Gabriela Gimenez
Christopher Jeffrey Gingrich
Christal Simone’ Glover
McKenzie Erik Goodwyn
Kathryn Elizabeth Gray
Taylor Courtney Ann Tudor Greene
Marissa Ann Greenwell
†Meghan Kristine Grimm
††Charles Michael Grosse
††Rebecca Li Guan
Iris Lora Guerra Sanchez
††Natalie Ann Hack
Poonoon Gautham
Haldankar
Mercedes Elexis Hale
Raymond G. Hale
Elizabeth Hamilton
Mariam Haque
Aisha Joy Harden
Alexander Jarmale Hardy
William Wilshire Harper
Robert John Heady
†Skyler Andreas Heineman
Jacob Lewis Hepp
†Hannah Marie Mogan Herd
Chase Nicholas Herron
Jared Rashad Hickman
Katherine Brooke Hicks-Chambers
Sydney Alexandra Hill
Jay Walter Hogue
†Justin Lee Hollinsworth
††HeeJue Jessie Hong
Talia Elizabeth Horn
Ashley Madison Houchin
Marcus Bryant Howard
Sierra Ryan Howard
James Ryan Howell
†Ronica Faith Hutchison
Kate Elizabeth Jackimowicz
†Jeremy Kwame Jackson
†Ryan Clinton Jacobs
††Michael Anthony Jester
Anna Victoria Johnson
Deion Johnson
Emily Trezevant Jones
†Cailan Christopher Jones
Jared Eugene Jones
††Joshua William Julian
†Mary Katherine Kalinyak
Amy C. Kang
Aja Karacic
Camry A. Kelsey
Andrew Quincy Kent
Rachel Isabella Lanai Kersey
Andrew Robert Kessinger
††Bridge Dana Kim
Lidice Vrana Kocka
Bailey Leeanne Koval
Sierra Marie Kronka
†Leslie Ann Kuntz
Levi Thomas Lake
Brandon Keith Lamkin
†Joshua Mitchell Lanning
†††Molly Iris Fessler LaPorte
Miranda Paige LaPrad
Nicholas W. Larimore
††Jacob Tyler Lawson
Savannah Beth Lear
Tonielle Michelle Louise Lee
††Emily Christine LeForce
††Ethan Conner Libby
††Madison Elizabeth Little
Brinton Walter Logan
Craig Arthur Loofer II
Maria Guadalupe Lopez
†Syann Loraine Lunsford
††Bayne Matthew Lutz
††Maria Anne Macaluso
Julie Agosta Mahlmann
Kristin Marie Mahmoud
††Alison Joan Maier
Shania Deana Mangum
Allison Nicole Mann
Kasey Lynn Manning
†Drew Evelyn Martin
Robert Dylan Martin
††Miranda Darlene Mason
Dustin Matthew Massengill
†John Ryan Mattingly
†Katherine Elizabeth Maxwell
††Macey Elizabeth Mayes
Peter Jachi Mbanasor
Marie-Ange Mbumba
†Trevor Alexander
McCormick
†††Katelyn Mae McDowell
Nicholas Everett McGee
Brianna Lakole McIntyre
††Maya Olivia McKenzie
Brandon Anthony McKinney
Salah Mekhalalati
Elijah Raymond Menchaca
†Bethany Rose Meng
††Mariam Merayo Godo
Alison Lee Miller
Erica Reann Miller
Brittney Nicole Mitchell
Darrell Sheppard Mitchell
Brandon De’Shawn Moore
Mark Daniel Morgan
Arica Dennis Moses Carter
Michele Lynn Mosleys
Devin Michael Moss
McKenna Grace Motley
David Aaron Mucker
Lauren Elizabeth Muench
Chicharlah Cherelle Muldrow
††Natasha Gauri Mundkur
Christian German Munoz Ruiz
Steven Michael Murphy
†Tanya Nagpal
Brennen Thomas Ray Neely
Warren Hamilton Nein
†Leah Lakiah Nelson
Kylie Ann Nethers
††Hang My Nguyen
Justin Adam Nguyen
Mai Le Nguyen
††Thu Minh Nguyen
†Brandon Nguyen-Ho
††Hallie Adalyn Nicks
Benjamin D. Northrup
Elsa Oakley
††Meghan Elizabeth Olash
Amanda R. Oliver
Kelsie E. Orman
Margaret Elizabeth Outland
Vincent Todd Owen
Chance Malik Owens
††McClain Leeds Owens
Donald Patrick Palmquist
Dax Grayson Parker
†Taylor MacPherson Parks
†Sarah Christina Parr
†Miranda Leigh Parrish
††Morgan Elizabeth Parsons
††Omar Saad Pasha
†Kiana Pashmforosh
Khane Pass
††Rakh Chetan Patel
Aaron Maurkus Payne
†Elizabeth Yoanna Peña
Erin Elizabeth Perkins
Tina Chau Pham
Jason Scott Pollick
Peyton Issac Porter
Madyson Rae Poynter
Byran Scott Presley
Jonathan Richard Price
†Ryan James Price
Thomas Pate Price IV
Jessamine R. Prichard
†Abigail Miriam Proffitt
††Chelsea R. Pruett
Joshua Zir Thang Puia
Jesse Lauren Pursell
†Loni Purvis
††Emma Christine Radulski
Adney Lee Rakotoniaina
††Brandi Nicole Ranes
†Jami R. Rankin
Angeline Brook Ray
Alexandra Recaman
†Candidate for Cum Laude
††Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†††Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
College of Arts & Sciences
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Fine Arts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>†Tala Wail Alasad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Sydney Marie Alvey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Breann Tedi Beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Logan W. Bishop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Brooklyn Sade Burnette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Jessica Marie Byrd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Joyce Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Olivia Ann Clifford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Abigail Lee Quinns Downes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Francis Thomasovich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Lilliann Marie Fouch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Taylor Allison Glenn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Kailyn Teresa Maree Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Drew Daniel Groom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Ermelindie Harding Hitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Kellise Carolann Hoefer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Lydia Jane Holdaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Mitchell Andrew Howes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Sydney Elizabeth Humphrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Lauren V. Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Henry Johnson Kerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Lianna Urbino Lamorena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Olivia Tyler Lantz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Karen Maddox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Anthony Thomas Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Courtland Alexsis Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Cheyenne Autumn Nolan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Jordyn Nicole Oswald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Lucas Anthony Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Emily Elizabeth Wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Lily Marie Wilding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Trinity Marie Wilkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Briana Yvonne Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Evan Francis Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Taylor Denise Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Aja Nikkole Wingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Ashley Jessica Winters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Hannah LeAnn Woempner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Dylan Michael Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Jazmy Sierra Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Madison Nicole Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Hannah Carolyn Woodruff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Danielle Elizabeth Womby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Audrey Maria Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Evon Allen Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Shawn E. Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Bethany Noel Wright-Goetzinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Amanda Marie Wurth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Raobo Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Nicholas Edwin Yates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Jasmine Denise Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♠Anoa Malida-Baderinwa Zakee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>†Adama Imoinda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Coramantien Abramson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Devon Claire Amser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Hannah JoLeigh Ashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Kiley Taylor Atchley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Keira La’Chelle Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Hannah Marie Bairo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Vanessa Bianca Baisas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Kassidy Nicole Barnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Robert Keith Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Moriah Antoinette Bellamy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Jillian Kate Benningfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Brayden Douglas Bereznay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Chase Allen Bergklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Dayjione Le’Shae Marie Bibb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Garrett Blackburn Bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Sarah Anne Bizell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†David Jon Bloom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Hannah Christine Bolly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Kyle Martin Boom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Christopher Scott Boone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Jonathan Dewaye Borah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Noela Mbaka Botaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Ellen Ruth Braden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Tyler Joseph Bradford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Adam Michael Bratcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Tyler J. Brockman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Gabrielle Marie Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Weiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Henry Clayton Brun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Andrew Stephen Burch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Alyson Nicole Burnette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Hannah Katherine Burns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Ecasia Ann Marie Paige Burnus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Tristan Cole Burton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Dawn Nina Rose Butler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Luis Felipe Cabarcos Davila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Kimberly Wynne Ceja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Oscar Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Amy Lynn Cherry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Joseph Minsoo Cho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Cameron Elias Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Anna Victoria Clements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Katie Michelle Clements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†Bryson Callie Clifford</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate for Cum Laude

Candidate for Magna Cum Laude

Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Kareem Codrington
Cheyenne Kendra Coffey
Rachel Michelle Colangelo
Megan Michelle Collins
Noah Timothy Connolly
†Olivia Lee Cook
Toni Faye Corbin
Nathan Joseph Covello
Carissa Marie Cox
Austin Mitchell Cranford
Jeff Evan Curtis
Daniel Clayton Dambros
Brittani Christine D’Angelo
Allison Elizabeth Davidson
Allyson Nicole Davis
Anna Elizabeth Davis
Derrick Michael Davis
Breanna Celeste Dawson
Edward Hudson Deese
Brian Isaac Deis
Chelsea Rae Delepierre
Olivia Marie Delong
Medha Chetan Desai
††† John Simmons Desmarais
Nathaniel Wayne despain
Chet Nath Dhakal
Habsa Abdoulayye Dia
Elijah Ross Dieterich
†Khoi K. Do
Sarah Rene Doan
Robert Louis Dobbs
Savannah June Dobbs
Stephanie Kaye Draper
Emir Dzankovic
††† Madison Elizabeth Eckels
Montgomery Ann Egart
Michael Robert Elder
Jessica Dawn Embry
Michael Stephen Embry
Jared Keith Evanow
Conner Jack Farrell
††† Isaac Benjamin Feinn
††† Nicolas Anthony Ferrera
Nicole Lynn Fielder
†Sydney Victoria Fone
Brandon Alexander Scott Forbes
†Haley Elizabeth Foster
†Jeffrey Doyle Fox
Quinn Anthony Fraboni
Lauren Nicole Franck
†Erica Lynn Gaither
Meagan Anne Gambrel
†† Cameron Ryan Garner
†Mackenzie Lynn Gentile
†Destinee Monae’ Germany
Renee Gibson
†Dylan Irvin Thomas Goetz
Kyle Duane Goffinet
Anna Elizabeth Goggins
Stanley Ross Goodman
††Pamela Jo Graham
Amanda Marie Green
††Madelyn Ann Green
Heather Alyss Griffith
††Alexandra Masden Griffiths
Michael Allan Grim
Jason Alan Grissom
Michael Nicholas Groeschen
††Abbey Jacye Gross
Mary Arden Groves
Pratique Nityanand Gupta
Justin Tyler Gutterman
Cameron William Haley
Simon Patrick Hall
Jonathan Wright Harlan
Alishia Armon Harris-Oates
David William Hayden
Alec Gordon Hayes
Bunny Marie Hayes
Madison Celeste Haynes
†David Seng Heng
†Matthew Stephen Hill
††Mohammed Mahmoud Hindi
††Joseph David Hock
†Trevor Allen Hollinsworth
‡Brooke Talise Holton
Kaylea Culene Horn
Mary Elizabeth Horsley
†Jonathan David Hower
†Qien John Huang
Delaney Sue Hutchinson
Chad Russell Jackson
Nekesia Shuwanye Jackson
SeQuoyia Patrice Jackson
†Halle Alexis Jacobs
Olivia Noelle Jacobs
Rachel Marie Jamrose
Melanie Starr Johnson
Kevyn Nicole Jones
Caroline Renee Keck
Gabriel Ryan Kelley
Kristen Anne Kelly
†Adam Mazen Khayat
Taylor Nicole King
Marina Ann Klinger
Andrew Evans Kramer
†Samir Kusmic
†Madalyn Grace Lagadinos
Steven Cole Lancaster
†Ashley Marie Lanham
Nathanael Elijah Lawson
†Regan Michal Mabry
Andrew George MacLennan
Margaret Alma Madden
Daisha Junae Maddox
Morgan Nicole Maddox
Dalton Douglas
Maldonado
Ashton Faye Mallory
†Alexander Nicholas Maltese
Aaron Connor Markert
Hannah Claire Marshall
Erica D. Martin
Addison Glen Martinez
Hunter Scott McCarty
††Matthew Duncan McCulley
‡Molly Frances McGee
Larissa Lakoile McIntyre
†Sarah Ann McQuade
Jordan Heath Meddings
Samantha Leigh Melton
Benjamin Michael Meredith
Benjamin James Michels
Jeffrey Mikan
Katherine Marie Milligan
Maranda De’Shea Mills
Sierra Ni’Asia Mills
Austin Keith Mitchell
Julie Ann Montgomery
Madison Anne Mudd
Melanie Rose Lane Mullins
†Samantha Golda Elizabeth Mullins
Kameron Reese Myers
Kathryn Alicia Myers
Chad Matthew Nasr
Meagan Rose Newton
†Taylor Genevieue Nunn
Jack Wheeler Oakley
Abraham Tobias O’Coffey
Bolaji Michael Ogbulu
Isaac Boyd Oldham
Fallon Berry Olinick
Daymond Eugene O’Neil
Mary Alicia Orgel
Kelsey Anne Marie O’Sullivan
Heather Marie Overstreet
Brendan William Overstreet
†Bricker Alan Oxley
†Miranda Leigh Parrish
Jill Pravin Patel
†Brittany A. Patillo
†Angele Marie Patton
Cassandra Nicole Payne
Nicholas James Peffley
Baylee Starrlyn Pendleton
Katie Morgan Pfannmoeller
Laura Elizabeth Phillips-Payne
Emily Valentine Poteet-Berndt
†Owen Lewis Powell
Ariel Nicole Price
Bradley Thomas Price
†Natalie Jill Quisenberry
†Maxwell James Rackutt
Chalaine Nanette Reed
††† Logan Edward Rosbottom
Phillip William Rothenburger
Olivia Anne Rumble
†Kelly Ann Sager
Saad Saleem
Colin A. Sandknop
Sarah Lynn Sanford
Shannon Marie Satterfield
Stephen Alexander Schaltenbrand
Candace Rose Schmuckie
†Rachael Donise Schroan
Lois Marie Schroeder
†Halle Marie Sciarro
††† Seth Bradlee Sereff
Qais Nayef Shaban
†Jacob Storm Shaffer
Prachi Shah
Cynthia Shee’ Shircliff
†Andrea Mary Shroba
†Myrah Siddiqi
†Nissa Siddiqi
†America Rubi Silva
††† Sarah Katherine Simon
Cory Thomas Smith
Joey Dewayne Smith
Julian Jarrett Smith
†Kiara Alexis Smith
†Victoria Suzanne Snavely
Derek Adam Souleotes
Lauren Danielle Sprigg
Stevanie Danyelle Standard-Bradshaw
Jessica Lynn Steele
Todd Alan Stetler
†Emily Suzanne Stewart
†Joshua David Stewart
†Colton Russell Stinger
Logan Patrick Stone
Onajia Josiah Stubblefield
Danielle Marie Summit
Kelsey Morgan Summit
†Daniel Walter Sweet
Brandon Michael Swift
Tron Tremayne Talton
Katherine McLeod Tate
Kameron Keystawn Marie Taylor
Melyssa Gabrielle Tedder
Garrett Todd Thibodeaux
Corey Da’Mon Thomas
Kayla Marie Thomas
†Candidate for Cum Laude
†Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Kelsey Rose Thomas
†† Luke Anthony Thomas
Joseph William Thompson
† Nigel Eliot Thompson
Ravyn Danielle Thompson
Ciera Elyse Thornton
Dominique Devon Tolley
Rachel Elizabeth Utz
Thomas Joel Veatch
Stephanie Vega
Skylar R. Victor
Cory Blake Vinlove
Catherine Reed Vish
Debbie Li Ping Voong
Nicholas Joseph Wafzig
Kennedy Marie Walls
†† Jenna Ashley Walsh
Nicholas Taylor Weiss
Sunni Nikole Wigginton
† Carley Paige Williamson
Chase Douglas Woliung
† Megan Janelle Wood
Jonathan Alexander Yann
Logan Scott Young
Emily Madison Zink

Associate in Arts
Jacob Paul Buerger
Yurima Concepcion
Hernandez
Aaron Connor Markert
Skylar R. Victor

Certificate in Applied Geospatial Technologies
Benjamin James Michels
Nicholas James Peffley
Natalie Jill Quisenberry
Liam Scott Resener
Derek Adam Soulcoates

Certificate in Diversity Literacy
Holli Rescha Cartwright
Nathan Scott Sampson
Micaela Nicole Wang

Certificate in Medieval and Renaissance Studies
Erin Shannon O’Reilly

Certificate in Peace Justice and Conflict Transformation
Benjamin Cullen Anderson
Allison Nicole Baseheart
Ashley Danielle Batliner
Jeremy Kwame Jackson
Angel Faye Thornsbury
Margaret Wambui Niara
Wakaba
Phoenix Jacquayah
Washington
Taylor Denise Williams

Certificate in Public History
Alexis Joy Doerr
Treva E. Hodges

Certificate in Real Estate Development
James Lavinson Leavell-Greene

Certificate in Women’s and Gender Studies
Treva E. Hodges

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Prizes, Honors and Awards

Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society

Mehwish Ahmed
Erika Beth Chandler
Joseph Louis Colosimo II
David Taylor Crismon
Emily Schweickhardt Dumas
Allie Katherine Eberly
Sarah Ashley England
Camille Elaine Gordon
Emily Carswell Haas*
Preetha Srinath Iyengar*
Andrew D. Kelleher
Madison Bentley Kommor*
John Locke*
Grant Walker McKenzie*
Lauren R. Moore
Joseph Kyle Nash
Claire Elizabeth Nugent
Madelyn Farrell Oliver*
Brittany Elizabeth Patterson*
Robert Pugh*
William Byron Risinger
Richard Andrew Sims II*
Richard Ethan Tomlinson*
Bryan Edward Wessel*
*elected during the Junior year

Alpha Omega Alpha Special Recognition Award

Katharina Rose Perlin
Mallika Sabharwal

Gold Humanism Honor Society

Randall Beaupre II
Sydni Fazenbaker Crowell
John Patrick Deis
Kayla Michelle Forrester
Nicholas Wade George
Benjamin David German
Preetha Srinath Iyengar
Andrew D. Kelleher
Corey James Ketchem
John Locke
Carlos Wiley Lynes
Sahas Mathur Narain
Claire Elizabeth Nugent
Bryon Parker
Katharina Rose Perlin
Tali Shoshana Pomerantz
Brooks Daniel Richardson
Mallika Sabharwal
Shikha Sachdeva
Jacob Lloyd Schultz
Richard Andrew Sims II
Autumn Rae Smith
Matthew Thomas Smith
Natalie Elizabeth Essing
Spiller
Scott Evan Warner

The AMWA Glasgow-Rubin Certificates of Commendation for Academic Achievement

Sarah Ashley England
Emily Carswell Haas
Preetha Srinath Iyengar
Madelyn Farrell Oliver
Brittany Elizabeth Patterson

The School of Medicine Student Diversity Award

Camila Alejandra Calderón Molestina

The Chloe Coleman Prize

Christian Steuerle Moser

The Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Award presented by The Arnold P. Gold Foundation

Corey James Ketchem

The Helene and Walter Zukof, M.D. Memorial Scholarship Award

Shannon Marie Foster
Nancy Ellen Jolly

The Benjamin M. Rigor, Sr., M.D. Excellence in Anesthesiology Award

Andrew Scott Xavier Braun

The Dr. Caroll Witten Memorial Award

Timothy Peter Robuck

The Dr. Norvin Green Memorial Prize

Christina Nicole Kapsalis

The Dr. Parish B. Cleveland Achievement Award

Shikha Sachdeva

The Dr. S. Spafford Ackerly Award

Christopher Scott Robards

The Dr. Ethel Larosa Scholarship Award

Sabine Joanne Eid
Sarah Ashley England
The Dr. William M. Christopherson Society Award
Tori A. Seaso

The Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics Physician/Scientist Award
Abirami Krishna

The Dr. Morris Newberg Scholarship Award
Claire Elizabeth Nugent

The Dr. Samuel S. Gordon Award
Tali Shoshana Pomerantz

The Dr. Stanley A. Gall Award
Madeline Louise Baker

The Dr. Billy F. Andrews Academic Excellence in Pediatrics Award
Sarah Ashley England

The Tim Lee Carter Award
Madison Bentley Kommor

The Dr. Hiram C. Polk, Jr. Scholarship Award
William Byron Risinger

The O. J. Hurt, M.D. Award
Shikha Sachdeva

The Morton & Ann Kasdan Plastic Surgery Outstanding Student Award
Christina Nicole Kapsalis

The Dr. E. Owsley Grant Award for Academic Excellence in Urology
Ross F. Micciche

The American Academy of Neurology Medical Student Prize for Excellence in Neurology
Ian Redding Bastain

The Peter K. Knoefel Award
Richard Ethan Tomlinson

The Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence in Emergency Medicine Award
Randall Beaupre II
Madison Bentley Kommor

The Dr. Carl Cooper Jr. Award
John Locke

The George P. Caldwell Award
Preetha Srinath Iyengar
Madelyn Farrell Oliver
Robert Pugh

The Merck Manual Book Awards
Joseph Louis Colosimo II
Andrew D. Kelleher
Brittany Elizabeth Patterson
Richard Ethan Tomlinson

The Alpha Nu Chapter of the Alpha Kappa Kappa Medical Fraternity Award
Natalie Elizabeth Essing Spiller

The Dr. Presley F. Martin Memorial Award
Camila Alejandra Calderón Molestina

The Student Affairs Award
Shikha Sachdeva

The Omicron Delta Kappa Award
Tali Shoshana Pomerantz

The Dean’s Award for Leadership
Carlos Wiley Lynes
Richard Andrew Sims II

The Dean’s Award for Scholarship
Grant Walker McKenzie
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Degrees

Doctor of Medicine

Mehwish Ahmed
James Peyton Applegate
Madeline Louise Baker
Ian Redding Bastian
Abby Lee Baumgartle
Randall Beaufre II
Amy Lee Bischoff
William Ryan Blackburn
Logan Matthew Bond
Andrew Scott Xavier Braun
David Anthony Brueggeman
Glenn William Bryant III
Camila Alejandra Calderon
Daniel Canby
Eleanor Stevens Castro
†Erika Beth Chandler
Heather Brooke Clair
††Joseph Louis Colosimo
Ryan S. Conard
Jack David Coorts
Riley Kyle Crandall
†††David Taylor Crismon
Adam Benjamin Crisologo
Sydni Fazenbaker Crowell
Jared Cole Dabbs
John Patrick Deis
Kathleen Elizabeth Dieckmann
Cynthia Riley Duck
†Emily Schweickhardt Dumas
†Allie Katherine Eberly
Samantha Kathleen Edwards
Sabine Joanne Eid
Alexander George Emerson
Thomas Isaac Ems
†Sarah Ashley England
Nicholas J. Fahey
Virginia Mary Elizabeth Ferguson
Wesley Morgan Field
Kayla Michelle Forrester
Shannon Marie Foster
Marc Roland Gagnier
Michael Lewis Gasser
Alexander Bancroft George
Benjamin David German
Robert Allen Giles Jr.
Maks Gold
†Camille Elaine Gordon
Beunca Denise Graffree
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Louise Greer
Jeffery Alexander Gross
Rekha Kumari Gupta
†Emily Carswell Haas
David Paul Hagan
Moez Haroon
Daniela Havens-Lastarria
Jamie Charles Heimroth
Collin David Henry
Jacob Allen Humphrey
††Preetha Srinath Iyengar
Ishita Manoj Jain
Jessica Leigh Javed
Karle Elizabeth Jeter
Nancy Ellen Jolly
†Jordan Meredith Jones
Thwisha Joshi
Christina Nicole Kapsalis
†Andrew D. Kelleher
Corey James Ketchem
Maryam H. Khan
Austin Blake King
†Madison Bentley Koomor
Abirami Krishna
Kara Danielle Lawson
Kala Marie Levine
Mary Patricia List
Molly Listerman
†John Locke
Charles Wyatt Long
Miguel Enrique Lopez
Carlos Wiley Lynes
Huy Xuan Mai
Stephen Edward Manek
Jeffrey Scott Marschall
††Grant Walker McKenzie
William Ian McKinley
Megan Katherine Mercer
Ross F. Micciche
Lauren R. Moore
Brandon Taylor Morris
Christian Steuerle Moser
Samantha Jo Mullins
Sahas Mathur Narain
†Joseph Kyle Nash
James Patrick Newton
†Claire Elizabeth Nugent
†††Madelyn Farrell Oliver
Mark Alan Oppenheim
Brent Garrison Oxford
Alex Newton Palumbo
Byron Parker
Timothy Ryan Parker
Jacob Tyler Patrick
††Brittany Elizabeth Patterson
Katharina Rose Perlin
Tali Shoshana Pomerantz
Dennis Andreasovich Propp
††Robert Pugh
Dominique Jordan Razeeq
Indranee Surakanti Reddy
Brooks Daniel Richardson
Brett Joseph Riedinger
††William Byron Risinger
Christopher Scott Robards
Jeffrey Aaron Roberts
Timothy Peter Robuck
Mallika Sabharwal
Shikha Sachdeva
Sarah Elizabeth Scheidel
Miranda Nicole Schmidt
Jacob Lloyd Schultz
Shelbye Moore Schweinhart
Tori A. Sease
Divyansh Sharma
Albert Chancellor Shu
Laura Elizabeth Sims
†Richard Andrew Sims II
Hadley Burns Sivley
Autumn Rae Smith
Matthew Thomas Smith
Amorkor Sogbdjor
Natalie Elizabeth Essing Spiller
Kyle R. Stewart
John David Strickley
Andrew Joseph Stricklin
Cody W. Sullivan
Beau Burdette Swisher
††Richard Ethan Tomlinson
Bradford Wilfredo Unroe
Sarah C. Van Gaasbeek
Scott Evan Warner
Justin Glenn Watkins
††Bryan Edward Wessel
Matthew J. Wilson
Megan N. Winstead

Master of Science

Sabrina Marie Aguilar
Mary-Jo Therese Baubkus
Kaylee Ann Brandt
Katherine Brinkman
Chloe Alexandra Burrell
Grace Evelyn Cockrum
Sydney Elise Colburn
Jess Wakely Cowman
Sabrina Piedad D’Souza
Matthew William Dent
Megan Elizabeth Dowdell
Grace Rogers Dumesnil
Allison Vance English
Brittany Nicole Fletcher
Brenna Katherine Floyd
Jason H. Gumbel
Collin Ranier Hubbard
Sarah Ann Huckaby
Courtlyn S. Hurt
Amber Dawn Keeling
Jamie Lynn Lutes
Kelsey Allison McQueen
Seema Naeeem Mian
Joseph Taylor Miller
Benjamin Clark Orem
Rubens Petit Homme
Haley M. Ryan
Emily Blaire Schantz
Megan Kathleen Sheehy
Gregory James Russo States
Aubrey Katherine Stepp
Mike Onu Udoh
Sheerin Ramalingam
Vellanki Zachary David Whiddon
Aaron Gregory Whitt
Yun Chao Xu

†Candidate for Cum Laude
††Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†††Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Louisville Dental Society Professionalism Award
Laura E. Miller

Alliance of the Louisville Dental Society Ethics in Dentistry Award
Christina D. Cardwell

Quintessence Book Award for Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry
Brandon J. Clayton

Academy of Operative Dentistry Award
Shane G. Van Oostendorp

American Academy of Oral Medicine Award
Andrew C. Griebel

American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
Lauren B. Hernandez

Academy of General Dentistry Award, Kentucky Chapter
Jake E. Richardson

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Award
Clifford K. Goodwine

American Dental Society of Anesthesiology Horace Wells Senior Student Award
Austin F. Way

Dawson Academy Scholarship Award
Hannah J. Jackson

American Association of Endodontists Award
Kristin K. Nelson

Quintessence Book Award for Clinical Achievement in Periodontics
Jenna M. Windell

American Academy of Periodontology Award
Jeffrey G. Drake

Hanau Prosthodontics Award
Sarah A. Jestel

Dentsply Merit Award in Removable Prosthodontics
Alejandra Mercedes Sanchez

Southeastern Academy of Prosthodontics
Shane G. Van Oostendorp

International Congress of Oral Implantologists
Lane T. Haws

American Academy of Implant Dentistry
Jenna M. Windell

Academy of Osseointegration Outstanding Dental Student in Implant Dentistry
Chandler L. Walpole

L. D. Pankey Occlusion Award
Makenna H. Williams

Academy of Dental Materials Award
Hannah J. Jackson

American Academy of Orofacial Pain
Austin L. Smith

American College of Prosthodontists Predoctoral Student Prosthodontic Achievement Award
Tyler J. DeLaet

American Association of Orthodontists Award
Kyle Brent Mann

American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Award
Clayton S. Jackson

Dr. Robert D. Elliott Pediatric Dentistry Award
Clifford K. Goodwine

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Award
Amanda E. Grass

X. Elwood Sanders Oral Surgery Award
Lane T. Haws

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Award
Hannah J. Jackson

American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Award
Austin F. Way

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Implant Student Award
Andrew C. Griebel

Oral Immunology and Systemic Disease Research Award
Sarah A. Jestel
Quintessence Book Award for Research
Kristin Y. Kim

American Association of Women Dentists Eleanor Bushee Senior Woman Dental Award
Erin Standish

E. B. Gernert Community Service Award
Michael V. Feathers

Pierre Fauchard Award for accomplishments in advancement of Dental Literature
Sarah A. Jestel

Karen Andrus Awards
Elishadie Tezera

Brian D. Stone Memorial Award
Clifford K. Goodwine

American College of Dentists Student Leadership and Professionalism Award
Laura E. Miller

International College of Dentists Student Leadership and Professionalism Award
Megan A. McLean

International College of Dentists Student Humanitarian Award
Clayton S. Jackson
Hannah J. Jackson

Scholastic Achievement Award of Psi Omega Fraternity
Erin Standish

Psi Omega Fraternal Achievement Award
Jonathan L. Belfore

Hispanic Dental Association U of L Chapter
Paula C. De Oliveira-Mora

Hinman Scholars
Clayton S. Jackson
Sarah A. Jestel
Kayla A. Muxlow
Coleman C. Slone
Kaci D. Turner

LASDA Student Leadership Award
Laura E. Miller

Omicron Delta Kappa Award for Outstanding Graduate
Laura E. Miller

Elections to Omicron Kappa Upsilon National Honor Dental Society
Caylee S. Duncan
Amanda E. Grass
Andrew C. Griebel
Lane T. Haws
Jordan T. Hoffer
Sarah A. Jestel
Celina J. Keehan
Karah E. McDaniel
Kayla A. Muxlow
Coleman C. Slone
Erin Standish
Kaci D. Turner
Austin F. Way
Jenna M. Windell

Kentucky Off-site Clinical Community Service Scholars
Jonathan L. Belfore
Christina D. Cardwell
Caylee S. Duncan
Michael V. Feathers
Clifford K. Goodwine
Shelbi N. Nelson
Kaci D. Turner
Katelyn M. White

Letitia Kimsey-Taylor Award in Microbiology and Immunology
Park E. Skelton

Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology Award
Amanda E. Grass

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Award
Kristin Nelson

James C. Moore Award Physiology and Biophysics
Bridgit E. Morris

Professor Len Waite Outstanding Performance in Dental Pharmacology Award
Andrew C. Griebel

Richard L. Miller Award in Surgical and Hospital Dentistry
Amanda A. Grass
Elections to the Delphi Society
Caylee S. Duncan
Justin S. Garner
Amanda E. Grass
Andrew C. Greibel
Lane T. Haws
Jordan T. Hoffer
Sarah A. Jestel
Celina Keehan
Kyle Mann
Bridgit E. Morris
Kayla Muxlow
Emma O’Heeney
Park E. Skelton
Coleman C. Slone
Erin Standish
Kaci D. Turner
Austin F. Way
Jenna Windell

Dr. Edrie M. Lohri Dental Hygiene Award
Evelyn G. Craycroft

Procter and Gamble Crest Prevention Award for Outstanding Dental Hygiene Student in Preventive Oral Health
Taylor M. O’Neil

Special Dental Hygiene Program Award for Outstanding Scholarship
Evelyn G. Craycroft
Emily R. English
Kaitlin M. Gibson
Joely M. Gudlewski
Kelsey L. Maupin
Taylor M. O’Neil
Anne M. Place
Breanna F. Richardson
Sydney A. Shirley
Anne Claire Shannon
Abigail C. Tinsley
Garrett B. Westerfield

Kentucky Dental Hygienists’ Association Award
Breanna F. Richardson

Colgate Student Total Achievement Recognition (STAR) Award
Dayron Valle Reyes

The Hu-Friedy Golden Scaler Award
Nicole Pierce

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Dental Hygiene Award
Jesica R. Ashby

Sigma Phi Alpha Dental Hygiene Honor Society
Emily R. English
Anne M. Place
Anne Claire Shannon

Hinman Scholar
Anne Claire Shannon

Dental Hygiene Legacy Scholarship
Anne M. Place
School of Dentistry

Degrees

Doctor of Dental Medicine

Cassandra S. Ackley
Saira Ahmed
Wilson Kingsley Allen
Justin Bradshaw Anderson
Phillip J. Arsuffi
Jonathan Lee Belfore
Joshua Caleb Bertsch
Tyler J. Bingham
Daniel Blankenburg
Jordan Edward Broaddus
Christina D. Cardwell
Adrian Bradley Carlson
Richard H. Cattron
Brandon James Clayton
Tracy Lynn Couillard
Nicholas J. Daily
Paula C. De Oliveira-Mora
Tyler J. DeLaet
Jonathon Nowell Dinius
Sirisha R. Dommaraju
Nation Gil Dorsey
Jeffrey George Drake
†Caylee Susanne Duncan
Christian Elijah Duncan
Ronald E. Durie
MaryLucy Elema
Connor Gregory English
Rocio Carolina Escobar Bustamante
John J. Fagel
Michael V. Feathers
Patrick J. Finley
Taylor A. Foster
Justin Shane Garner
Meredith Kinch Ginet
Clifford Kirby Goodwine
††Amanda Elizabeth Grass
Ashton Monique Green
Zachary Kyle Greene
††Andrew C. Griebel
Monali Gautam Haldankar
Dylan Kent Hall
Kara Alexandra Hancock
Charles Jonathon Hardin
†††Lane T. Haws
Lauren Brooke Hernandez
†Jordan Thomas Hoffer
Andrew T. Hornback
Elizabeth Huck
Clayton Scott Jackson
Hannah Jordan Jackson
†Sarah Ann Jestel
Cory Robert Kappesser
††Celina Burchett Keehan
David H. Kim
Kristin Young Kim
Sebyuk Chloe Kim
Kate Hoiki Lau
Natalie May Lawson
Breck Andrew Leach
Esther Chelin Lee
Monica Haewon Lee
Caleb B. Mabry
Nicole Marie Maletzke
Kyle Brent Mann
Lester Martinez
†Karah E. McDaniel
Taylor Leigh McFadden
Conor D. McGraw
Megan Ashley McLean
Briana Denise Miller
Laura Elizabeth Miller
Kimia Mirzadeh
Homa Mirzai
Bridgit Evelyn Morris
††Kayla Ann Muxlow
Amir M. Naffi
Shelbi Nicole Nelson
Kristin Nelson Thornburg
Emma Kathleen O’Heeney
Kevin Samuel Rohan Ogle
Douglas Mark Olsen
Katerine Yaleni Pagoada Sevilla
Paul Jungmin Park
Kyle Michael Pett
Elizabeth Kristine Presley
Nanazin Rashidi
Jake Edward Richardson
Frank J. Rizzo
Laura K. Ross
Jordan Taylor Rucinski
Mizuki Saito
Alejandra Mercedes Sanchez
Jay Seo
Ethan John Howard Shelton
Raza Mohammed Siddiqui
Park E. Skelton
†Coleman C. Stone
Austin Larken Smith
†††Erin Elizabeth Standish
Jeff Stowell
Javed Hussain Syed
Elishadie Tezera
Bao Quoc Truong
†Kaci Danielle Turner
Shane G. Van Oostendorp Joshua Adam Walker Chandler L. Walpole
†Austin Frederick Way
Kaysha N. Wheeler
Katelyn Marie White
Makenna H. Williams
Kelsey N. Wilson
†Jenna Marie Windell
Julia Riddle Winter
Hayden Michael Young

Master of Science

Regina M. Friedl
Sarah Ann Jestel

Bachelor of Science

Jessica Rose Ashby
Lauren Grace Brenner
Nicara Kelsey-Lynn Campbell
††Evelyn Grace Craycroft
††Emily Rose English
Rachael Brooke Figgins
†Joely Michelle Gudlewski
Iliana Olivia Juarez
†Kelsey Lynne Maupin
Kirsten Marie McAfee
Olivia Nicole Merkley
Devan Mackenzie Miller
Amanda Lynn Moseley
Tisha Nacario
†Taylor Michelle O’Neil
Nicole Pierce
††Anne Marie Place
Amy Delynn Richards
††Breanna Faye Richardson
Sarah Emsley Riddick
††Anne Claire Shannon
†Sydney Alexandria Shirley
Kaily Marie Strandberg
†Abigail Christine Tinsley
Dayron Valle Reyes
†Garrett Bryant Westerfield
†Mary Keiran Wimsatt

†Candidate for Cum Laude
††Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†††Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Louis D. Brandeis School of Law

Prizes, Honors and Awards

University Outstanding Graduate
Tabitha Dawn Buchanan (December 2018)

Brandeis Honor Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bethany Grace Beal</th>
<th>Jacquelyn Nguyen Ha</th>
<th>Elizabeth Deane Mosley</th>
<th>Irina Valeryevna Strelkova</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tabitha Dawn Buchanan</td>
<td>Kylie Alexandra King</td>
<td>Elizabeth Gaines Penn</td>
<td>Christopher Scott Zelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Sedayo Calacsan</td>
<td>Breanna Rose Miller</td>
<td>Gregory Kirk Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brandeis Inn of Court

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabitha Dawn Buchanan</th>
<th>Jacquelyn Nguyen Ha</th>
<th>Emily Alexis Logan</th>
<th>Erica Lynn Sherrard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christine Marie Clark</td>
<td>Calesia Shannece Henson</td>
<td>Elizabeth Gaines Penn</td>
<td>David R. Woolums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaQuasha Denisha Combs</td>
<td>Kylie Alexandra King</td>
<td>Randall Scott Roof</td>
<td>Christopher Scott Zelli</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Law Student Award
Shannon Marie Keene

Robert C. Jayes Memorial Awards
Christine Marie Clark
Elizabeth Gaines Penn
Logan Mariah Wood

Samuel L. Greenebaum Public Service Award
Tammy Renee Fraley
Louis D. Brandeis School of Law

Degrees

Juris Doctor
††Anna Nicole Anthony
Kyle Thomas Barry
††Bethany Grace Beal
John Benochi
††Christine Sedayo Calacan
†Macauley Jane Campbell
Madison Mackenzie Capps
Dustin Michael Carey
†Angela Rose Cassaro
††Bethany Grace Beal
††John Benochi
††Christine Sedayo Calacan
†Macauley Jane Campbell
Madison Mackenzie Capps
Dustin Michael Carey
†Angela Rose Cassaro
††Bethany Grace Beal
††John Benochi
††Christine Sedayo Calacan
†Macauley Jane Campbell
Madison Mackenzie Capps
Dustin Michael Carey
†Angela Rose Cassaro
††Bethany Grace Beal
††John Benochi
††Christine Sedayo Calacan
†Macauley Jane Campbell
Madison Mackenzie Capps
Dustin Michael Carey
†Angela Rose Cassaro
††Bethany Grace Beal
††John Benochi
†††Jacquelyn Nguyen Ha
Jason Lee Hagy
Christopher Evan Hall
†Danielle Nicole Hampton
†William Elliott Happel
Clayton Zachery Harris
†Calesia Shaeenece Henson
Tanner Ryan Hollinger
Patrick G. Hughes
†Taylor Michelle Ichinose
Elizabeth Porter Irish
†Natalie Suzanne Johnson
Meryem Shamim Kahlool
Shannon Marie Keene
†Kylie Alexandra King
†Andrew Joseph Klump
Tomsen Frederick Leonard
Emily Alexis Logan
††Steven Brett Lowery
†Sue Eng Ly
††Lauren Lynn Meunier
††Breanna Rose Miller
Ronnie Wayne Mills
†††Elizabeth Deane Mosley
†Alexander Sebastian Mulhall
Miles David Musseter
Kelsey Lynn Noel
Virginia Grace Parnell
Lucas McCoy Patrick
†††Elizabeth Gaines Penn
Matthew Scott Poulin
†Samuel Adam Raque
Juliana Hart Reczek
†Randall Scott Roof
Steele Isaac Rouse
Brandon Joshua Rudolph
Michael Anthony Schay
Thomas Glen Schifano
Chad A. Schlotzhauer
†Erin Marie Shaughnessy
Erica Lynn Sherrard
††Matthew Jared Sigler
Andrew Evan Skomorowsky
††Gregory Kirk Smith
Samantha Lee Smith
††Eric Francis Spagnuolo
††Annelic Ellen Stallings
††Irina Valeriyevna Strelkova
††Samantha Brooke Sullivan
Colton S. Sutherland
Julianne Hall Tackett
††Corey Matthew Thomas
†Shannon Alyse Tubbs
Abigail Lee Tudor
Brendon M. Turley
†Kathryn Marie Waller
††Andrea M. Wambaugh
Emily Rosalena Wessel
†Andrew H. Wilhoit
Andrew John Williams
Sydney Brooks Wininger
†Logan Mariah Wood
David R. Woolums
†Samantha Renee Wright
†††Christopher Scott Zelli

†Candidate for Cum Laude
††Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†††Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Post Graduate Student Award
Amirage Saling

Empowering Minds: Award Winning Critical Thinker
Kaitlin Wishmeier

Stan Frager Community Service Award
Samantha Cooper

Sophonisba P. Breckinridge Alumni Award
Sophia Fields

Helen Cloud Austin Award
Robert Sevier

Bertha Capen Reynolds Award
Sarah Morgan

Whitney M. Young Award
Amirage Saling

Ruth R. Middleman Award
Dena Wilson

Beth K. Fields Award
Theresa Vail

Mary Ann Millet Field Practicum Award
Aimee Buzek

Evidence-Based Practice Award
First: Aimee Buzek
Second: Oakley Berrett
Third: Hallie Decker

Jeannette Noell Comer Award
Brian “Jimmy” Lynch

Outstanding BSW Student Award
Patsy Tivitt

BSW Emerging Research Scholar Award
McKenzie Binkley

BSW Field Practicum Award
Patsy Tivitt

BSW Capstone Poster for Critical Thinking
Ahmed Farah

Kent School Diversity & Social Justice Award
Dr. Shawnise Miller
Jaime Thompson

Alcohol and Drug Counseling Track
Dorthy Noble
Michael “Chad” Barkley

BSW PCWCP Recipients
Elisha Manning
Loretta Petrosky

Faculty Awards

Dr. Jef Frank Recognition Award
Jennifer Owens

Stan Frager Faculty Community Service Award
Dr. Emma Sterrett-Hong

Kent School Diversity & Social Justice Award
Dr. Shawnise Miller
Jaime Thompson

Outstanding Part-time Practicum Faculty Award
Dr. William Patterson

*Ph.D. names are listed under the Graduate School
## Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work

### Degrees

#### Master of Science in Social Work

- Ayat Safi Abbas
- Katrina Aileen Ahlhaus
- Kasey Lauren Aitken
- Stephanie E. Arnold
- Sarah Elizabeth Asher
- Rianna Lynne Ayala
- Jacqueline Olivia Banet
- Marianne Christine Barron
- Angelina Maria Bartorelli
- Oakley Brook Berrett
- Casandra Bolan
- Julie Anne Bowers-Pryor
- Brianna Leigh Bradshaw
- Heather Nicole Brandenburg
- Emily Christine Brosend
- Erin Elizabeth Bumpous
- Kayla Hardy Burchfield
- Aimee Lynn Buzek
- Brenda Sofia Calleja
- Katherine Cameron
- Sienna Nicole Campbell
- Angela Carletta
- Kourtney Alexandra Carpenter
- Myriam Ann Carter
- Magen Renee Casanova
- Justin H. Chappell
- Megan Alyssa Chernosky
- Jacob Stewart Christison
- Neal Aaron Clark
- Lisamay Schmidt Cleary-Cast
- Kayla Marie Coklic
- Jackson Kyle Collins
- Shelly Louise Collins
- Samantha Allison Cooper
- Mollie Creel
- Angela Rhea Darnell
- Te’Ara LeeShay Davey
- Hallie Ruth Decker
- Hannah Annette Devine
- Natasha Marie Endres
- Jessica Lynn Erjavec
- Allison Christine Fessel
- Jeannie Fisher
- Nicole Erin Flannery
- Ashley Michelle Foster-Flynn
- Misty Dawn Gittings
- Olivia Blair Given
- Lauren Elizabeth Goldman
- Karina Gonzalez
- Samantha Goodwin
- Geneva Elizabeth Graham
- Dashira Moneec Griffith
- Anna Elizabeth Hagan
- Hillary Hamblen
- Tara Beth Hamilton Cornett
- Gabrielle Jordan Harvey
- Cali Hazel
- Amber Cristen Janae Hill
- Angeline Lillis Mae Hood
- Effie Shannon Howard
- Shatamra Devon Jackson
- Brianna Katharine Janig
- Corbin Christine Jeffries
- Britany LaToya Johnson
- Lucinda Grace Cavel Kiper
- Alissa Marie Kreuch
- Alison Colleen Land
- Jennifer Langs
- Janyla Marchette Lathen
- Heather Marie Layne
- Abigail Savannah Leonard
- Leah Marie Lewis
- Linsdey Paige Lewis
- Mariah Charity Jean Likens
- Elizabeth Victoria Long
- Joysha R. Luhman
- Hannah Reagan Manger
- Allison Rae Marcum
- Ian Nicholas Marks
- Ellen Claire Martin
- Kimberly Ann Kearing
- Maurer
- Donessa Lynn McCarty
- Linda Laureen McCoy
- Mikka Jacinda McGee
- Emily Anne Murray
- McHone
- Donna Marie McIntosh
- Grace Ann Todd McKenzie
- Alisa Marie Means
- Carolyn Nickole Meiman
- Kristin Maria Meredith
- Jennifer Anne Metcalfe
- Allison Nicole Meyer
- Katherine Marie Meyer
- Kristina Maria Milke
- Jennifer Rayne Milburn
- Amanda Jo Minogue
- Michele Louise Minogue
- Kierra Unique Morehead
- Ebony Lesha Morgan
- Katelyn Rose Morrison
- Monique Renee Mozee
- Amanda Deanne Muse
- Kathryn Elizabeth O’Connell
- Rebecca Anne Orberson
- Tracy Ann Pennington
- Thalia Peters
- Emily Laine Pinerola
- Frank Lovejoy Porter
- Kayla Danielle Powell
- Larae Jean Roach
- Roy Sigmund Roberson
- Kelsey Breen Robinson
- Trisha D. Robinson
- Amirage M. Saling
- Melissa Lou Salisbury
- Lauren Marie Samuel
- Morgan Elizabeth Sanders
- Carina C. Schrodel
- Amberli Arnae Scay
- Robert Dustin Sevier
- Mony Bryson Sewell
- Taylor Rene Shaw
- Rachel Elsey Shealy
- Kelsey Brook Sierota
- Charles Beiven Smiley
- Brittnay Morgan Smith
- Jade Elaine Smith
- Kelsey Laine Stams
- Terry Beth Stock
- Niyabinghi Thomas
- Noelle Marie Thomas
- Sierra Chavon Thompson
- BreeAnna Paige Tinsley
- Christy ILucia Treminio
- Ashley Nicole VanHoose
- Jayme Waddell
- Caroline Ann Wallace
- Madison Belle Watson
- Keisha Lashaun Watts-Jackson
- Joshua Shane Webb
- Charity Donelle Wickliffe
- Teresa L. Dominique Williams
- Dena Eilers Wilson
- Kaitlin Michelle Wishmeier
- Amber Marie Wolfe
- Rachel Alexandra Woods
- Andrea E. Wycze
- Christie Marie Yontz
- Mackenzie Erin York
- Amy Marie Young

#### Master of Science in Social Work with specialization in Alcohol and Drug Counseling

- Kristyn Arnett
- Ronald Peter Bellows
- Emily Paige Burbank
- Robert Lamont Carter
- Kathryn Elizabeth Doyle
- Ashley B. Evans
- Erin Kate Lesnock
- Kevin Neary

#### Master of Science in Social Work with specialization in Couple and Family Therapy

- Robin Wayne Cosby
- Kayla Louise Day
- Sophia Claire Fields
- Lauren Ganote
- Colleen Lindsay Kidd
- Julia Elizabeth Lehr
- Brianna N. Nalley
- Margaret Ann Riddick

#### Master of Science in Social Work with specialization in Gerontology

- Dewayne D. Baines
- Leigh Ann Bowman
- Joseph Matthew Durgin
- Kristina Monique Flock
- Alison Rebecca Hanlein
- Sarah Booth Morgan
- Katja Antonia Riesenberger
- Kennette Rose Rightnour
- Katherine Adair Rouse
- Meagen Goldthwaite Scott
- Theresa Vail
- Linda Lee Wilson
Master of Science in Social Work with specialization in Mental Health

Meghan May Bailey
Kathryn Elizabeth Doyle
Jamie Mitchell Edwards
Amy Marie Ems
Kylie Lynn Flanagan
Joyce Patricia Glackin-Mann
Lindsay Anne Guilfoil
Rachel Lynn McCarty
Sebastian David Washburn

Master of Science in Social Work with specialization in Military Social Work

Emily Rose Alley
Lindsay Anne Guilfoil
Erin Kate Lesnock
Brian Michael Mabary
Holly Nicole Randolph
Carissa L. Skifstad
Tianna Shae Surrena
Arielle Lynne Wells

Master of Science in Social Work with specialization in Psychosocial Oncology

Olivia Nichole Clark
Alexis Brooke Cole-Fiorita
Whitney Marie Freno
Leone Lee Fulkerson
Sarah Anne Hernandez
Teal Nicole Hewlett
Kaylee Marie Jannetti
Meade
Delisha Monique Little
Amanda Whitney Lloyd
Connor Lee Moltzan
Victoria Marie Russell
Britney Raymonda Thomas
Barbara Jeanne Winter-Martin
Jennifer Barbara Youngberg

Master of Science in Social Work with specialization in School Social Work

Kellie Anne Pittenger
Jasmine Jawaunna Randle
Alexandra Michelle Rice
Malea Deven Roberson
Senora Monique Rodgers
Aaron Bradley Spalding
Lauren Nicole Stroud
Heaven Leigh Sublett
Kelby Lane Swanson
Robert Scott Switzer
Patsy Morgan Tivitt
Danielle Shae Wilcutt
Tyree Nichole Williams

Bachelor of Social Work

Julie Ann Babyar
†Kandace Marie Barkham
Michael Chad Barkley
Raquel Elizabeth Barry
MacKenzie Elise Binkley
Madison Dawn Blair
Carolyn Jean Brown
Jamie Lee Bush
Destinee Ricquel Calloway
Megan Elizabeth Cantwell
Mariah Marie Carpenter
†Carrie Lee Cole
Keisha Marie Combs
Zoe Elise Corus
Timberly Marie Cravens
Tiffany Nicole Donahue
†Kenadi Rose Durbin
Ahmed Farah
†Tobi Leigh Ann Ferree
††Clea Janelle Grubb
††Amanda Hall
††Milenia Ramirez Hernandez
†Makenzi Cheyenne Johnson
Christina Valeria Jones
††Kaylee Ann Korfhage
Payton Elizabeth Kruer
†Brian James Lynch
†Shawnnessha Nicole Mahoney
Elisha Nicole Manning
Eric Lee McGuire-Estes
†Elizabeth Jean Meredith
TaSheena A. Moore
††Alison Mackenzie Mundell
Amanda Kay Nelson
Katherine Anne Nenortas
Dorthy N. Noble
Loretta Janelle Petrosky

†Candidate for Cum Laude
††Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†††Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Faculty Award for Professional Nursing
Louisville: Kaelin Shay
Owensboro: Kristina McBride

Helen C. Marshall Award for Outstanding Leadership
Sarah Heitzman

Award for Outstanding Service
Juliana Reyes

President's Outstanding Graduate
Alexandra Hicks-Chambers

Dean's Award for Highest Scholarship
Jordan Quallen

Master's Entry into Professional Nursing Leadership Award
Anna Davidson

Vicki Stogsdill Award
Traci Knott
School of Nursing

Degrees and Certificates

Master of Science in Nursing

Sara Elaine-Marie Allen
Kaycee Ann Chapman
Kay Monday Clark
Peter Bertram Conroy
Leonor C. Curbelo
Sara Elaine-Marie Allen
Kaycee Ann Chapman
Haley Rose Chisham
Peter Bertram Conroy
Sarah Margaret Blaine
Laken Elise Comingore
Peter Bertram Conroy
Heather Lee/Anne Cook
Rebecca Christine Couture
Leonor C. Curbelo
Anna Louise Davidson
James Michael DeSpain
Asa Maria Dempster
Caitlin Ashley Dickerson
Abigail Clark Dobson
Kaylor Nicole Doyle
Myrissa Nicole Druien
Angela Lynn Ellendson
Andrew Vincent Frey
Lisa Christine Gaines
Bryce Joseph Gass
Jessica Lynn Hart
Nicole Lynn Harvey
Kiera Chequay Hawkins
Olivia Ann Hein
Sarah Elizabeth Heitzman
Alexandra Cecil Hicks-Chambers
Peyton L. Hobbs
Brittney Marie Hoffman
Emilee Holloway
Meghan Marie Howard
John Mark Hutcheson
Jessika Lynn Hutchinson
Ashley Nicole Ioa
Reishaia M. Jackson
Michaela Allison Johnson
Charissa Ellen Junker
Stacy Kareem
Angela Nicole Kiefer
Bailey Hopper Kirkland
Traci D. Knott
Anne Marie Kramer
Courtney C. Kramer
Lauren Elizabeth Kramer
Ashley Dru Larson
Kinsley Nicole Loi
Branden James Robert
Dakota Chienn
Manzanalez
Emily Anne Mattey
Louel Paolo Chan Maturan
Kristina Dawn McBrfde
Delaney True McClanahan
Dylan Patrick McHale
Raychel Elizabeth McKay
Morgan Leigh McPherson
Collin James Meehan
Emily Anne Mehrkens
Courtney Coleman Metcalf
Chanel Nicole Metcalf
Katlin Marie Mingari
Janice Lynn Minor
Matthew Thomas Mitchell
Shelby Lea Morgan
Savanna Marie Morrison
TeNeisha Renaa Parker
Chandni R. Patel
Mackenzie Danielle
Patterson
Jonathan Edward Payne
Austin Peters
Garry Lee Posey Jr.
Jordon Danielle Quallen
Stacy Morrison Quisenberry
Amanda Lee Rayner
Larkin Matisse Razевич
Madison Brooke Reed
Ashley Brielle Revels
Tasha Y. Revolus
Juliana Melissa Reyes
Sarmiento
Carter Williamson
Reynolds
McKenzie Noel Reynolds
Ronnah Briana Richards
Jillian Rae Rickson
Wesley Conner Rittman
Morgan Angeline Robinson
Luke Philip Roeuler
Laura Emily Royster
Taylor Victoria Rutledge
Ashley Coleen Salyers
Hannah Koren Sanders
Shelby Sue Secor
Kaelin Cherise Shay
Breanna Marie Sherrard
Andrea Isabelle Shpilberg
Theresa Marie Simeon
Rebecca Marie Simmel
Chelsie Rahe Skillman
Matthew William Slavey
Nicholas Gregory Smart
Sarah Kathleen Smith
Jane Claire Solinger
Tyler James Spelane
Sienna Skye Staley
Lauren Whitney Stamp
Annalise Nicole Stegman
Kyle Scott Taylor
Tilisha R. Thomas
James Michael Trivett
Erin Elizabeth Troy
Thuy Minh Tuong
Adamar Valdes Arias
Bailey Adele Vanacore-Decker
Kathryn Michelle Venezia
Rachel Renea Wafford
McKenzie Marie Waldron
Stephanie Danielle Walker
Alicia Nicole Whitaker
Jake Wade Williams
Ciera Jade Wilson
Sydney Elaine Wiseheart
Candice Danielle Zambella
Aurelia Elizabeth Zilinskas
Ketia Marie Zuckscherdt

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Sarah Nicole Adamic
Taylor Diane Adams
Rhonda Kay Aldridge
Sara Elaine-Marie Allen
Hannah Maria Armes
Brooke Anne Armstrong
Alyssa Dawn Bailey
Jessica Rene’ Basham
Cassadi Ann Bearden
Andrew Joseph Beiersdorfer
Krista Aline Bittel
Nikki Rae Blank
Tiffany Jean Bowen
Adrienne Nicole Branham
Jasmine Danielle Bridges
Noah Matthew Brown
Mallory Michelle Burnett
Haley Bush
Madison Nicole Callery
Madison Marie Cardosi
Hanna Nicole Carlisle
†Allie Ann Crowell
Carmichael
†Kristen Taylor Casey
Kay Monday Clark
Haley Rose Chisham
Peter Bertram Conroy
††Sarah Margaret Blaine
Cohron
†Laken Elise Comingore
Peter Bertram Conroy
††Heather Lee/Anne Cook
Rebecca Christine Couture
Leonor C. Curbelo
Anna Louise Davidson
James Michael DeSpain
Asa Maria Dempster
Caitlin Ashley Dickerson
Abigail Clark Dobson
Kaylor Nicole Doyle
†Myrissa Nicole Druien
†Angela Lynn Ellendson
Andrew Vincent Frey
Lisa Christine Gaines
Bryce Joseph Gass
Jessica Lynn Hart
Nicole Lynn Harvey
Kiera Chequay Hawkins
Olivia Ann Hein
Sarah Elizabeth Heitzman
Alexandra Cecil Hicks-Chambers
Peyton L. Hobbs
Brittney Marie Hoffman
Emilee Holloway
Meghan Marie Howard
John Mark Hutcheson
Jessika Lynn Hutchinson
Ashley Nicole Ioa
Reishaia M. Jackson
Michaela Allison Johnson
Charissa Ellen Junker
Stacy Kareem
Angela Nicole Kiefer
Bailey Hopper Kirkland
Traci D. Knott
Anne Marie Kramer
Courtney C. Kramer
Lauren Elizabeth Kramer
Ashley Dru Larson
Kinsley Nicole Loi
Branden James Robert
Maggio
Dakota Chienn
Manzanalez
Emily Anne Mattey
Louel Paolo Chan Maturan
Kristina Dawn McBrfde
Delaney True McClanahan
Dylan Patrick McHale
Raychel Elizabeth McKay
Morgan Leigh McPherson
Collin James Meehan
Emily Anne Mehrkens
Courtney Coleman Metcalf
Chanel Nicole Metcalf
Katlin Marie Mingari
Janice Lynn Minor
Matthew Thomas Mitchell
Shelby Lea Morgan
Savanna Marie Morrison
TeNeisha Renaa Parker
Chandni R. Patel
Mackenzie Danielle
Patterson
Jonathan Edward Payne
Austin Peters
Garry Lee Posey Jr.
Jordon Danielle Quallen
Stacy Morrison Quisenberry
Amanda Lee Rayner
Larkin Matisse Razевич
Madison Brooke Reed
Ashley Brielle Revels
Tasha Y. Revolus
Juliana Melissa Reyes
Sarmiento
Carter Williamson
Reynolds
McKenzie Noel Reynolds
Ronnah Briana Richards
Jillian Rae Rickson
Wesley Conner Rittman
Morgan Angeline Robinson
Luke Philip Roeuler
Laura Emily Royster
Taylor Victoria Rutledge
Ashley Coleen Salyers
Hannah Koren Sanders
Shelby Sue Secor
Kaelin Cherise Shay
Breanna Marie Sherrard
Andrea Isabelle Shpilberg
Theresa Marie Simeon
Rebecca Marie Simmel
Chelsie Rahe Skillman
Matthew William Slavey
Nicholas Gregory Smart
Sarah Kathleen Smith
Jane Claire Solinger
Tyler James Spelane
Sienna Skye Staley
Lauren Whitney Stamp
Annalise Nicole Stegman
Kyle Scott Taylor
Tilisha R. Thomas
James Michael Trivett
Erin Elizabeth Troy
Thuy Minh Tuong
Adamar Valdes Arias
Bailey Adele Vanacore-Decker
Kathryn Michelle Venezia
Rachel Renea Wafford
McKenzie Marie Waldron
Stephanie Danielle Walker
Alicia Nicole Whitaker
Jake Wade Williams
Ciera Jade Wilson
Sydney Elaine Wiseheart
Candice Danielle Zambella
Aurelia Elizabeth Zilinskas
Ketia Marie Zuckscherdt

Doctor of Nursing Practice names are listed under the Graduate School

†Candidate for Cum Laude
††Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†††Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Student
Banner Bearer
Molly O’Keefe

Dean’s Award – Ph.D.
Teresa McGeeney
Baraka Muvuka

Dean’s Award – Master’s
Sonali Salhunke

Dean’s Award – Bachelor
John Rhodes

Graduate Service Award
Tasha Golden
Colette Davis

Undergraduate Service Award
Ryan Buckman

Undergraduate Research Award
Ryan Buckman

Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society
John Rhodes

Delta Omega Inductees
Sonali Salunkhe
Madeline Tomlinson
Baraka Muvuka
Colette Davis

University Honors Scholars
Marcus Anthony Corbett
John Solomon Frederick Rhodes

Health and Social Justice Scholars
Tasha Golden
Diana Stojda

Degrees

Master of Public Health
Selma Avdric
Daniel D. Cockrell
Lejla Cosic
Ryne Edward Hardesty
Tanisha Lynnea Howard
Winni Jose
Jessica Leigh Mays
Alake Njeri Myers
Kerstie Tate Nichols
Ugochukwu Shola Owolabi
Nana Akosua Antwiawaa
Owusu Kwarteng
Sonali Sachin Salunkhe
Connor David Schultz
Pallavi Shinde Shah
Adrienne Briana Smith
Damilola Abosede Sopitan
Megan Stevenson
Mahder Alem Tella
Madeline May Tomlinson
Sashia Elisa Nikole Torres
Wesley A. Trail
Smita Upadhyay

Master of Science
Perry McCabe Arnold
Maci Lynee Babbage
Huirong Hu
Andrea Lynn Johnson
Corey David McEachern
Corey Lamark McKee
Laura Ximena Mendez
Guevara
Sheridan Jana Myers
Molly C. O’Keefe
Keerthana Ravindran
Hannah Cordelia Robertson
Brittney Danielle Wood
Jun Zhang

Master of Science in Clinical Investigation Sciences
Enzo Miguel Fortuny Viacava
Veronica Sepulveda Ortiz
Shiva Zargham

Bachelor of Arts
Mohamed A. Abuak
Molly Jean Ambs
Aliyah Nicole Bailey
Ivorye Denise Bailey
Sarah Christine Burd
Jamia Michelle Butler
Darryl Mariadiann Copeland
†Marcus Anthony Corbett
Mary Catherine Craft
Kiera Madison Dages
Benjamin M. George
†Claire Anne Head
Kristina Lynn Howarth
Georgi-Anne Paula Johnson
Stephen Garrett Keefer
Amelia Jean McAllister
LaTasha JaVahn Moore
††John Solomon Frederick Rhodes
†‡Jamie Breann Ritchie
Callie Elizabeth Rudd
Morgan Alexandria Stanley
Trey Lamar Sturdivant
Hannah Elizabeth Thomas
Camrie Iman Travers
Alexis Jordan Walsh
Rachel Ann Wilson

Bachelor of Science
Dayiaone Le’Shae Marie Bibb
Joseph Ryan Buckman
Keri Anne Hammond
Tracy Huynh Le
Phimmason Phouthavhong
Janel Beatrice Screws
Samantha Denise Seward
Kendall Nicole Streible
†††Gina Watson

†Candidate for Cum Laude
††Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†††Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Lewis S. Streng Scholarship Award
   Geoffrey Bohn

Robert C. Ernst Award
   Eric Hahnert

Bennett M. Brigman Award
   Martin Brown

Alfred T. Chen Scholarship Award
   Walter Stubblefield III

William S. Speed Award
   Martin Brown

J. B. Speed School of Engineering Alumni Award
   Christopher Bird

University Honors Scholars
   Samantha Marie Charley
   Balsam Mahmoud Hindi
   Mark Daniel Ryan

Departmental Alumni Awards
   Thomas Beyerle (BE)
   Laura Fernandez (CHE)
   Abby Miles (CEE)
   David Alston (ECE)
   Meredith Price (IE)
   Noah Wright (ME)

Outstanding Student - May 2019
   Sarah Taheri

Co-op Departmental Awards

   Bioengineering: Hannah Meriwether
   Chemical Engineering: Ruthie Bauer
   Civil Engineering: Abby Miles
   Computer Engineering and
      Computer Science: Dylan Mitchell
   Electrical Engineering: Jacob Marcum
   Industrial Engineering: Mary Ann Crawford
   Mechanical Engineering: Sean Osborne

Speed Leader of the Year Award
   Madison Pumphrey

Outstanding Freshman Award – Tau Beta Pi
   Zachary Raich

Outstanding Sophomore Award – Tau Beta Pi
   Shaye Allen

Mann Scholarship
   Andrea Ruiz

Steven D. Vanover Scholarship
   Connor Burns

Andrew Schrage Memorial Scholarship
   Sarah Jones

Bioengineering Department Awards

   Joseph Henry Award in Translational Bioengineering
      Bret Hilt
   Roland “Chip” Cheng Jr. Memorial Scholarship
      Victoria Sager
   Jerry and Pat Sturgeon Academic Excellence Award
      Dylan Goodin
   Mickey R. Wilhelm Achievement Award
      Dawn Marie Sosnin

Judi Olsen Endowed Scholarship
   Francesca Mayhaus

Best Doctoral Student Peer-Reviewed Journal Paper
   Hisham Abdeltawab

APPKI Doctoral Student Exemplary Achievement Award
   Landon Tompkins

Doctoral Student Inventorship Award
   Moustafa Meki

Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES) Chapter Award
   Shah Marzan Tarun

Exemplary Research Scholarship Award
   Mohamed Mahmoud
   Ahmed Shaffie
   Mohamed Shehata

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Department Awards

Hazelet & Erdal Scholarship
   Zachary Horn

KY Section ASCE Scholarship
   Raychel Bahnick
   Tanner Williams
F. W. Schoettler Scholarship  
   Jordan Graves

Donald S. Bornstein Scholarship  
   Angela Maria Tran

R. A. Lips Scholarship  
   Christopher Wayne Staples

CEE Undergraduate Recognition Award  
   Jordan Graves

CEE Graduate Recognition Award  
   Christopher Bird

Computer Engineering and Computer Science Department Awards

John H. Simester Award  
   Jared Gillespie

Raymond Fields Award  
   Hanqing Hu  
   Sahar Sinene Mehdou  
   Mohsen Asghari

ACM Distinguished Student  
   Jacob Berdichevsky

CSE Doctoral Award  
   Andrew Karem  
   Mehdi Farangi  
   Wenlong Sun

CECS Master of Science Award  
   Sami Khenissi  
   Connor Pigott

CECS Arthur M. Riehl Award  
   Khalil Damak  
   Mariem Boujebebe  
   Derek Harris  
   Asma Baccouche

CECS Outstanding Undergraduate Award  
   Allen Boss

IEEE Outstanding CECS Student  
   John Kinney

Gwong Sun Scholarship  
   Kelly Ann Morris

CECS Co-op of the Year Award  
   Jacob Cassady

Chemical Engineering Department Awards

Max A. Stoler Memorial Award  
   Alex Kearns

Earl Gerhard Scholarship  
   Madelyn Wead  
   Alicia VonHandorg

Chemical Engineering Outstanding Undergraduate Award  
   Eric Hahnert

D. A. Richards/GE Memorial Scholarship  
   Jeremy Rone  
   Chris Conradi

Donald Othmer Academic Excellence Award  
   Adam Flynn

Robert Neiman Memorial Scholarship  
   Luke Spenlau  
   Sam Kelty

Marathon Petroleum Scholarship  
   Kianna Johnson

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department Awards

Samuel T. Fife Outstanding Master of Engineering Graduate in Electrical Engineering Award  
   Geoffrey Bohn

Samuel T. Fife Scholarship  
   Regan Wakefield

M. Gordon Northrop Student Activities Award  
   Brandon Young

IEEE Outstanding Student Awards  
   Clay Groeschen  
   Stanley Doerger

Electrical Engineering Outstanding Graduate  
   Ruoshi Zhang

James D. Barnhouse Memorial Scholarship  
   Erik Rieger

Theobald Scholarship  
   Islam Alkabbany  
   Mohamad Ghanoum  
   Brandon Young

Industrial Engineering Department Awards

Institute of Industrial Engineers  
   Conrad Johnson

Louis D. Brandeis Scholarship  
   Morgan Tallio

American Society for Quality Scholarship Award  
   Yuan Zhang
Industrial Engineering Graduate Student Award
   Jacob Read

Industrial Engineering Doctoral Dissertation Award
   Luis Cardona

Mechanical Engineering Department Awards

American Society of Mechanical Engineering Student Section Award
   Hannah Ziegler

Hsing Chuang Award
   Martin Brown

George W. Springstube Scholarship
   Christian Tobbe

Sophomore ME Department Academic Achievement
   Benjamin Mitchell

Junior ME Department Academic Achievement
   Justin Young

Senior ME Department Academic Achievement
   Sarah Taheri

Graduate ME Department Academic Achievement
   Joshua Kotter
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Engineering with specialization in field of Bioengineering
Thomas Garland Beyerle
Marie Sheridan Burns
Winston Rahul Furtado
Christopher Michael Gartner
Samantha Ruth Grace-Mudd
Kevin Curtis Grome
Justin Scott Heidel
Meghan Renae Otto
Hares Anilkumar Patel
Keith Thomas Radcliffe
Jessica Lynn Schleicher
Alexandra Kay Sellers
Dawn Marie Sosnin
Caroline Marie Stivers
Kimberly Ann Streetz
Zachary Brian Wohl
Samantha Joy Carlyle Crowder
Lane Micah Decker
Kristin Marie Johnson
Maria Kolisnichenko
Rijad Kovacevic
Marcus Stuart Pritt
Kathleen Sue Rasmussen
Connor Stephen Schurman

Master of Engineering with specialization in the field of Chemical Engineering and Computer Science
Braxton Edward Eveslage
Jonathan Scott Ferguson
Jared Lee Gillespie
Martin Joseph Heil
Elissa Beverly Mae McLaren
Grant Wood Park
Nicholas Pond
Jacob Carter Santana
John Bernard Scheman
Tyler Michael Schreiber
Zachary Nicholas Shumate
Jeremy Paul Thomas
Michael Joseph Thomas Vogelsang

Master of Engineering with specialization in the field of Civil Engineering
Christopher Charles Bird
Philip Michael Bischof
Matthew Aaron Blankenship
Kimberly Allison Carbaugh
Pedro Marins Azeredo Coutinho
Michael Roy Bowen
Connor Laidley Field
Theodore Samuel Kalbfleisch
Alex William Kearns
Lauren Elizabeth Lawson
Reuben Thomas Mathew
Wesley Spalding Overstreet
Gabriel Harrison Powell

Master of Engineering with specialization in the field of Electrical Engineering
Samuel Edward Bibelhauser
Nicholas Scott Brandel
Stanley Richard Doerger
Cameron Michael King
Levi Christian Mays
Tyler Jesse McLemore
Kristian Jens Meyer
Erik Stefan Rieger
Thomas Edward Ryan
Justin Huy Tran

Master of Engineering with specialization in the field of Engineering Management
Jodi Lonnenman Ahting
Eljahm Jongwook Baik
Benjamin Ryan Bauer
Claire Louise Biebe
Harrison Lee Brown
Ryan Brown
Collie Elijah Crawford
Stephen Wayne Diemer
Haider Dwelee
Melissa Carol Fleitz
Candice Flinner
Cody Jerome Gentry
Sarah Gharavi
Vincent Alan Gray
Douglas Ross Hohlt
Kelsey Hae Yun Jang
Joshua Byron Jones
Aaron Sean Kelley
David Nathanael Langner
Conner Price Layne
Hunter Reed Lewis
Carlee Sue Masters
Holly Brianne McTaggart
Scharlyce Jenaya Powell
Ryan Allen Price
Jered K. Renn
Eric C. Richter
Sheila Sodagar
Emily Tyler Thompson
Casey Scott Woudenberg

Master of Engineering with specialization in the field of Industrial Engineering
Joseph Matthew Berns
Laura Marie Edkins
Maxwell Lee Jones
Jacob Gerald Lamping
Sadaf Fatima Ahmed
David Collar Alston
Asma Baccouche
Patrick Michael Bailey
Mario Alessandro Battaglia Spadaro
Mariem Boujelbene
Khalil Damak
Tiodor Zlatkov Dimitrov
Louis Gregory Donato
Derek Adam Harris
Ethan Louis Hoder
Akhil Varma Janampa
Syed Junaid Ahmed Khadri
Sami Khenissi
Kenton Merlino
Brian James Morman
Zelihha Ogur
Seung Yeong Park
Udage Kankanamge Akila Samaraweera
Bianca Torres Smith
Brandon Edward Stickle
Deanna Mariel Moya Tanquero
Zachary Elias Tencza
Xin Zheng

* With Honors
** With High Honors
*** With Highest Honors
Bachelor of Science in Bioengineering
* Faizan Ahmed
  Mohamed Said Ali
  Howard Chase Boone
* * * Christian Dana Buckley
  * Sydney Alysse Cardinale
  * Samantha Marie Charley
  * Bailey Rose Davis
  * Brittany Nicole Freese
  ** * Christopher James Holton
  * Tyler Wheat Hunt
  * Sahar M. Kaslan
  * Tyler John Keiter
  * Chelsea Marie Lancaster
  * Caroline Baker Lynch
* ** Francesca Nicole Mayhaus
  ** David Anthony Morris
  ** Sage Adelaide Morrison
  * Ashutosh Bharatkumar
  ** * Walter Russell Stubblefield
  * III
  * Amrit Prasad Regmi
  Camille Bane Riebel
  Caitlin Erin Ryan
  * Mark Daniel Ryan
  ** * Victoria Breanna Sager
  * Tyler Thomas Limshenfel
  Tad Hunter Simpson
  ** * Ashley Nicole Sink
  ** Walter Russell Stubblefield
  III
  Abigail Jordan Thompson
  Stacie Elaine Tolliver
  * Rachel Mackenzie Zalla

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
* Cassidy Adair
  ** * Nathan Andrew Allan
  David Frederic Becker
  Shannon Marie Brady
  Sean Michael Cleary
  Christopher Richard Conrad
  ** Delaney Liane Coover
  Travis James Czechorski
  Derek Shane Daugherty
  * Preston Delander Dukes
  * Joseph Alexander Enders
  Megan Elizabeth Fallon
  Daniel Luke Fleace
  * Jessamine Grace Greer
  Daniel Connor Haas
  ** Eric Thomas Hahnert
  ** Rose Ramsay
  Hertenroeder
  William Darrel Hoke
  Mason Trey Howard
  Megan Elizabeth Jean
  Kianna Stewart Johnson
  Miyah Monea’ Johnson
  Robert Joseph Kelley
  * Samuel Anthony Kelty
  Charles Hunter Leanhart
  Benjamin James McKnight
  * Allison Elizabeth Melvin
  Matthew Alan Meyer
  Luis Norman Moreno
  * Kristen Joy Parker
  La’Breece Demond Perry Jr.
  * Jeremy Tyler Rone
  Christopher Andrew Schaefler
  * Callie Rebecca Shadrick
  Emma Grace Shaffer
  Spencer Joseph Shipman
  Robert Joseph Skarvan Jr.
  Robert Carl Spalding
  * Luke Matthew Spenlau
  Samuel Jameson Stahl
  Zachary Joseph Hunter
  Straney
  Colinn Michael Suttles
  ** * Alicia Marie Von Handorf
  Griffin Rowe Wassmer
  ** * Madalyn Susanne Wead
  Michael Valkyrie Willis
  ** Jianchao Zhao

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Shane Alan Beisler
Zachory Joseph Boston
** * Adam Gabriel Cantrell
* Dan Fitzgerald Fabish
  Jordan Michelle Graves
  ** * Sydney Elise Harper
  Wyatt James Harris
  Troy Benjamin Holland
  ** * Zachary Tyler Horn
  Erika Marie Keohane
  ** * Alexander Scott Kinsey
  Maria Kolisnichenko
  ** * Maria Kolisnichenko
  Andrew Robert Lively
  Abby Lynn Miles
  Kari Ann Nunley
  Aniket S. Patel
  Coy Douglas Phillips
  Jake Alan Pioch
  Harrison James Rinzler
  Daniel Trent Roth
  * Christopher Wayne Staples
  Andrew James Whitacre
  Tanner Jennings Williams

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
& Computer Science
Nathaniel Austin Brewer
* Andrew Charles Cleary
  Thomas Edmund Constantino
  Kianna Mi-Seun Cramer
  * Ashish Saji Cunnapuzha
  ** * Samuel Joseph Du Plessis
  * Stephen Ryan Eldridge
  John David Ford
  Joshua Kendall Glover
  Jose Rafael Gomez Moran
  Zachary Gore
  Jackson A. Hagan
  ** * Austin Ray Hendrix
  Balsam Mahmoud Hindi
  Xiao Qi Ricky Huang
  * Read Turner Hughes
  ** Alvin Huynh
  Mitchel Allan Johnson
  Kristi Lee Kidd
  Collin Matthew King
  John Robert Kinney
  Khien T. Le
  * Oscar Andres Leon Smith
  Michael Thomas Marzullo
  Justin Miller McCarthy
  Dylan James Mitchell
  Kelly Ann Morris
  * John Kevin Nagel
  Ryan Kevin Petit
  Reagan McKenzie Prater
  ** Kevin C. Reilly
  Zachary E. Revers
  Thomas Frederic Sarver
  Jordan Gerald Scheper
  Malik Jamil Shalash
  Jacob Andrew Allen Steele
  Cameron Lea Taylor
  Jedediah James Thomas
  ** * Ariel Marie Turner
  Ryan James Twohey
  ** Andy Uyeda
  ** Matthew Robert Vierling

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Kody Glenn Arvin
Isabel Grace Asad
Laxmi Kanta Bhattacharai
** * Michael David Booth
  * Bryan Lee Burke
  Jackson Connor Dorne
  * Kurtis Grey Dotson
  Dennis James Dumont
** Matthew Joseph Elmlinger
  Zachary Evans
  Aryan Ghazipour
  * Clay Thomas Groeschen
  Cameron Lee Holloway
  John Clayton Huguenard
  ** * Andrew Thomas Marquess
  Alora Mary Mazarakis
  Thomas Anderson
  McChesney
  Michael Rae McLean
  * Evan Keating McNanus
  ** * Daniel Adam Padgett
  Brian Tyler Popham
  * Camille Victoria Reyes
  ** Emily Sue Sapp
  Mason Thomas Sapp
  * Logan Michael Schauffer
  Joseph Andrew Tabler
  Casey Owen Thomas
  Casey Jean Thompson
  ** * Michael Benjamin
  Thompson
  John David Walker
  Tanner Blake Walls
  ** Taylor Scott Weber
  * Riley Cole Worstell
  Brandon Thomas Young

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
* Sydney Elizabeth Adams
  Ahmed Hamood
  Alhamwah
  Kendall Paige Baker
  Alexandra Marie Caudill
  Tia Nicole Coleman
  Antonio Francisco Coriano
  Mary Ann Crawford
  ** * Alison Christine Davis
  ** * Alison Christine Davis
  James Matthew Davis
  Brandy Lyn Edwards
  Connor Marie McGinnis
  Edgar Rene Mendez
  Madison Gage Mertz
  Kenton Alexander Nall
  Kyle Patrick O’Brien
  Lindsey Renae Pitts
  Madison Aubrey Pumphrey
  Jordan A'Maree Ramsey
  Austin Tyler Rhodes
  ** Morgan Anne Tallio
  McKenna Steven Tue
  * Jennifer Marie Weber

* With Honors
** With High Honors
*** With Highest Honors
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

*Akram Ismail Abdulle
Harrison David Adams
Jacob Daniel Anderson
Rommie Saber Asad

**Mitchell L. Ashworth
Noah Daniel Back
James Lee Bailey
Logan Miles Ballard
Alex Wayne Basil

*James Wallace Bauer
*David Michael Brock

***John Paul Broering
Carlea Elizabeth Brown
Jacquelyn Rae Burgess
*Gregory Richard Buth
Aaron Scott Calvert

**Jordan Edward Campbell
*Adam David Carrithers
Kevin Mark Cawley
Shih-Mu Chen
Bryson Callie Clifford
Jessica Nicole Colvin
Caleb Matthew Combs
Gregory Austin Craft

**Nicholas Anthony Croyle
Tyler W. Cupp
Drew Tucker Dautlon
Juventino Davila Marchan
Sean Daniel Dobson

**Grayson Alexander Duncan
Benjamin Joseph Eckert
*Jacob Lee Emberton

**Jacob Jeffrey Evans

**Daisy Virginia Goatley
Zachary Scott Harting

***Alec Gerard Heitz
Devin Isaiah Higgins
Nicholas Joseph Hoehler

*Justin Tyler Johnson
Nia Elizabeth Johnson
William Dale Keen
Tyler Douglas Lampert

*Monica Alexandra Martinez Mendez
Rachit Nath Mathur
Brady Kyle McAfee
Joshua David McHargue
Jason Anthony McIntire

*Neal Richard McKiernan

**Andres Montenegro
Savannah Rebecca Nolan
Reece Anthony Payne
Jacob Matthew Puthoff
Daniel Lee Riley
Sven Patrick Schmidt
Luke Austin Schoedinger
Leah Whitney Shelburne
James B. "Stinnett III"

*Leif Emanuel Allen Sweazy

***Sarah Marie Taheri
Bunpheng Tan

**Lucas Daniel Toberge
Garrett Ferguson Ubelhor
Jordan Kyle Weidner
Jonathon Zachary Whear
Ryley Curtis Wysans
William Grant Zempel

***Hannah Nicole Ziegler

***Sarah Marie Ziegler

Certificate in Data Science

John Thames Lavoie
Christopher Michael Miller
Somesh Prasad Rai
Xin Zheng

Certificate in Cybersecurity

Alfredo Antonio Barrantes
Benjamin Joseph Botzung
Stephen Andrew Comstock
J. Ryan Conley
Sean Michael Gleason
Mark Christopher Hawkins
Jarrod Taylor Hinton
Robert Juskiewicz
Thomas James Kelly
Eric Gregory McKnight
Steven John McNeill
Christina Louise Smith
Anthony Michael Snow
Marisol Wood

* With Honors
** With High Honors
*** With Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduating Senior Award and Student Speaker
Oleg Babkov

Fifty-Ninth Annual Alumni Award
Simon John Holden

Helen Boswell Award in Music Education
Alexander Pierce Kapp

Dean’s Award
Jeffrey Doyle Fox
Kelsey Rose Lyvers
Jeremy Asher Waldrip

Pi Kappa Lambda National Music Honor Society Inductees

Undergraduate
Martina Patrice Langdon
Kelsey Rose Lyvers
Rowan Schaefer

Graduate
Kris W. Bachmann
Charles Christopher Estabrook
Aric Lee
Adam Winfield Thomas

School of Music Senior Award for Academic Achievement

Oleg Babkov
Sabrina Marie Behrens
Harry Edward Clark
Victoria Jewel-Li Fields
Jeffrey Doyle Fox
Simon John Holden
Martina Patrice Langdon
Ana Carolina Monwah Lei Godoy
Nala Kathleen Johnson
Kelsey Rose Lyvers
Savannah Gabrielle Major
Dagny Hissong McEwen
Garrett Tyler Metz
Liam Scott Resener
Alexander Joseph Slucher
Jeremy Asher Waldrip
Bethany Mae Wilker
Hannah Christine Willard
Zachery Aaron Willman

School of Music Senior Award for Academic Achievement Fall 2018
Annabel Lee Bartholomew
Brianna Nicole Berry
Alexander Pierce Kapp
Erin S. Shina
Katherine Shae Vessels

Graduate Dean’s Citation
Derek Douglas Carter
Andrew Center Miller
Chad Steven O’Brien

Honors Scholar
Jeffrey Doyle Fox

Degrees

Master of Music
Kris W. Bachmann
Christina Lavert Booker
Derek Douglas Carter
Kendall Carter
Seon Hwan Chu
Timothy Seth Clay
Charles Christopher Estabrook
Gabriella Galletti
Joshua E. Glenn
Lucas Gomes Maia Tome Pimentel
Maria Grace Gramelspacher
Jackson Samuel Harmeier
Adella R. Hotchkiss
Michael Anthony Jones
Aric Lee
Molly Katherine McCoy
Andrew Center Miller
Chad Steven O’Brien
Adam Winfield Thomas
Pedro Augusto Vieira de Almeida
Johannes Hendrik Visser
Nolan Lee Walker
Jessica Leigh Wise
Oleg Babkov
Railianis Batista Montero
Sabrina Marie Behrens
Robert Brian Bernardi Jr.
Benjamin Clement Bossert
Dahkota Diego Lee Bungcayao
Harry Edward Clark
Victoria Jewel-Li Fields
Jeffrey Doyle Fox
Blase Francis Groody
Simon John Holden
Nala Kathleen Johnson
Craig Alan Lambert
Martina Patrice Langdon
Ana Carolina Monwah Lei Godoy
Kelsey Rose Lyvers
Savannah Gabrielle Major
Dagny Hissong McEwen
Garrett Tyler Metz
Madison Elizabeth Metz
Elaine Ruth Miller
Eric Charles Montgomery
Lauren T. Montgomery
James Robinson
Alexander Joseph Slucher
Rachel Elizabeth Sotiropoulos
Bethany Mae Wilker
Hannah Christine Willard
Zachery Aaron Willman

Bachelor of Arts

Seth Hendrick Berkenbosch
Ava Maureen Bradley
Dylan Edward Garrett
Mickey Lee Hall
T. Dylan Jones
William Allen Kinman IV
Thuan Vi Nguyen
Liam Scott Resener
Andres L. Salazar

Bachelor of Music

Oleg Babkov
Railianis Batista Montero
Sabrina Marie Behrens
Robert Brian Bernardi Jr.
Benjamin Clement Bossert
Dahkota Diego Lee Bungcayao
Harry Edward Clark
Victoria Jewel-Li Fields
Jeffrey Doyle Fox
Blase Francis Groody
Simon John Holden
Nala Kathleen Johnson
Craig Alan Lambert
Martina Patrice Langdon
Ana Carolina Monwah Lei Godoy
Kelsey Rose Lyvers
Savannah Gabrielle Major
Dagny Hissong McEwen
Garrett Tyler Metz
Madison Elizabeth Metz
Elaine Ruth Miller
Eric Charles Montgomery
Lauren T. Montgomery
James Robinson
Alexander Joseph Slucher
Rachel Elizabeth Sotiropoulos
Bethany Mae Wilker
Hannah Christine Willard
Zachery Aaron Willman

Bachelor of Music

Candidate for Honors
Candidate for High Honors
Candidate for Highest Honors
College of Business

Prizes, Honors and Awards

College of Business Outstanding Graduate
Elshadai Bethal Smith-Mensah

Outstanding Graduate in Accountancy
Dylan Mark Payne

Outstanding Graduate in Computer Information Systems
Tristan Louis Street

Outstanding Graduate in Economics
Mary Margaret Schnell

Outstanding Graduate in Equine Business
Katherine Landin Johnston

Outstanding Graduate in Finance
Kyle Andrew Willinger

Outstanding Graduate in Marketing
Elshadai Bethal Smith-Mensah

Omicron Delta Kappa Outstanding Graduating Senior Award
Elshadai Bethal Smith-Mensah

Louis A. Grief Outstanding Senior in Accountancy
Dylan Mark Payne

Outstanding Senior in Computer Information Systems
Tristan Louis Street

Carl E. Abner Outstanding Senior in Economics
Mary Margaret Schnell

The Robert G. Lawrence Outstanding Senior in Equine Business
Katherine Landin Johnston

Outstanding Senior in Finance
Celene Mue Funke

Outstanding Senior in Marketing
Kirsten Alexandra Parker

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Accounting
Dylan Mark Payne

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Computer Information Systems
Tristan Louis Street

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Economics
Mary Margaret Schnell

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Finance
Celene Mue Funke

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Marketing
Kirsten Alexandra Parker

Mortar Board Scholar
Emily Jane Cohoon
Debra J. Heatherly
Ivey Chrystine Henderson
Kendall Michelle Ruber

University Honors Scholars
Easton Bradford Depp
Nicole Lynn Fielder
Claire Madeleine Gothard
Sydney Hope Greenwell
Rachel Elizabeth McDonald
Kirsten Alexandra Parker
Kendall Michelle Ruber
Diana Helen Rudic
Mary Margaret Schnell
Elshadai Bethel Smith-Mensah

Mortar Board Scholar
Emily Jane Cohoon
Debra J. Heatherly
Ivey Chrystine Henderson
Kendall Michelle Ruber

University Honors Scholars
Easton Bradford Depp
Nicole Lynn Fielder
Claire Madeleine Gothard
Sydney Hope Greenwell
Rachel Elizabeth McDonald
Kirsten Alexandra Parker
Kendall Michelle Ruber
Diana Helen Rudic
Mary Margaret Schnell
Elshadai Bethel Smith-Mensah
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Business Administration

Eman Mohammed Abbas
Δ Mark Jonathan Adams
Δ Mariam Nasreen Ahmed
Neveen AlAdili
Δ Ashley Renee Bachelor
Donald Joseph Baker
Δ Paul Franklin Berrier
Aisha Jasmine Bibbs
Δ Evan Ernest Bingham
Δ Shan Melissa Biscette
William Bland
Δ Jeremy Shane Board
James Fredrick Breneman
Δ Ashley Boggs Bruggeman
Δ Christine Marie Busby
Δ Kerry Scott Capereëll
Natalee Janae Carby
Robson R. Cardoso
Δ Erin Leigh Carter
Δ Kyle James Cassin
Δ Michelle Marie Clay
Nandita Das
Δ Kem Lee Delaney-Ellis
Δ Michael Phillips DiCenso
Δ Wells Shrewsbury Edinger
Δ Cameron Paul Eichberger
Δ Allison K. Esterle
Larry David Florman
Δ Glenda Mae France
Δ Sean Lamar Francis
Δ Josh Frederick
Δ Aaron George
Stuart Gordon
Christopher Blake Graham
Jacob Alex Gronke
Katherine Patricia Halbleib
Δ Veness Nessa Hall
Kelsey Victoria Harris
Δ Adam Douglas Hicks
James Tyler Higdon
Δ Willard Hill
Δ Sarah Amanda Hugenberg
Δ Ashok Kumar Kalidasan
Δ Joseph Michael Kearney
Δ Anthony Michael Kelley
Δ Robert Troy Kenning
Allie M. Klika
Δ Melanie Marie Knight
Δ Eric Donald Koebeltein
Δ Mallory Alexis Kramer
Δ James P. Kreiner
Δ Mirza Kulenovic
Δ Fiyinfoluwa Ibukun Lasisi
Δ Matthew Alexander Lea
Martina-MacLean Adams
Lessenberry
Δ Darin Ray Lewis
Δ Kirk Joseph Lewis
Δ Khotso Tshediso Libe
Aron M. Long
Allison Valiquett Maher
DeLorian David Malone
Δ Daniel Cody Masterson
Lindsey Moon
Δ Austin T. Moore
Δ Karsen Elizabeth Moore
Δ Jeffrey W. Morris
Δ Jordan Joseph Tyler Morris
Mohammed Sabeeb
Musawi
Δ David A. Padron
Δ Bradley Alan Patrick
Ellyce Caroline Patton
Jordan David Pearl
Δ Henrietta Hampton Pepper
Δ Lauren Peter
Kristopher Francis Platarote
Δ Kimberly L. Polak
Δ Zachary Joseph Purdom
Δ Lee Downer Quinn
Δ Matthew Turner Riggle
Teresa Roberts
Δ Niya Jordan Royal
Δ Michael Kamman Russo
Δ Baptiste Gregoire Sauvage
Δ Craig Markwell Schmidt
Δ Marcel Schoch
Δ Shelybe Moore Schweinhart
Δ Clemens Tilman Seidel
Naomi Rachel Sells
Δ David Lewis Shadburne
Δ Natalie Elizabeth Essing
Spiller
Δ Beth A. Spurlin
Δ Alex Shaun Steele
Δ Devin Allean Stephens
Chriishunda Stinson
Δ Justin Taylor Subock
Δ Curtis Everett Tiffner
Δ Stacie Renee Tucker
Christian Taylor Turner
Δ Vida Marie Vaughn
Δ Yuteng Wang
Δ Justin Ray Wells
Δ Bethany Nicole Witten
Δ Tony R. Youssefi
Alexander Michael Zakucia

Master of Accountancy

Jordan Ray Ayres
Grant Patrick Bigham
Δ Travis Lawrence Bush
Monique Christine Withey

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

* Caleb Bryant Ahlers
* Krysta Marie Albertson
Madison Ann-Marie Allen
Abdulaziz Abdulla Arrak
Daryl DilJon Artis
* Allyson Monchín Atkins
Abel Lawrence Aulbach
Nathan Kevin Azzarito
Tyler Jay Bacon
*** Emily Mae Baete
*** Clara Lee Baggett
* Robert Lee Baker III
Anna Elizabeth Mattingly
Barker
Mackenzie Croix Bauer
Morgan Elizabeth Beam
** Kyle Dalton Bilyeu
Ryan Daniel Bluestein
* August Ashley Bobb
Kailyn Breshay Boggs
Samuel Thomas Bogner
Jackson Waller Bohn
Adrian Douglas Boone
Christopher Boris
Ross Allen Borthwick
Tyshe Nachelle Bourn
Douglas James Bower
Shelby Elizabeth Bowman
Laura Elizabeth Brannon
Rachel Josephine Bratcher
J. Kurtis Brinkman Jr.
Griffin Palmer Brown
Sierra Jo Brummett
William Charles Daniel
Buckler
Jeremy Joseph Burch
* Kevin Christopher Burdette
Bradley James Burke
Luis Felipe Cabarcos Davila
Charles Louis Cahill
John Jeffrey Campbell
Makayla Rose Campbell
*** Kirsten Amelia Carrico
Camille Ashley Carter
* Olivia Kathryn Cason
Carsen She Cassell

** Kyle Arthur Casson
Matthew Alexander Catinna
Victor Dilan Chan Ponte
Eric Chen
Patrick Anthony Clancy
* Madison Danielle Clark
* Emily Jane Cohoon
Tyler Matthew Coke
Terrence Joseph Colley
Joseph Scott Collins
* Katherine Jean Combs
William Mitchell Coomes
*** Katherine Roy Cornett
Madeline M. Cowgill
Mark Patrick Craven
Blanton Charles Creque
Clayton Robert Crum
* Julie Dang
Olivia Anne DeNoto
Pat Guytono Deesare
Edgar Joseph Briones
Deguzman
Simon Christopher Devine
Cullen Andrew Duncan
* Kari L. Dunn
Tanner Michael Ellenberg
*** Courtney Marie Ellington
Jackson William Ellis
* Ryan Carroll English
Megan D. Fell
Abigail Lynn Fitts
Daniel William Flach
Tyler Matthew Foreman
* Nicholas Richard Fox
Timothy Alan Fritz
Andrew Craig Froehlich
* Mackenzie Lynn Gentile
DeMarcus Allen George
Carly Ann Girrassio
Michael Keith Gilpatrick
Andreas Gogic
* Austin Burke Golden
Ryan William Golway
Benjamin Patrick Gorne
Zachary William Graf
** Dakota Austin Graue
Emily Marie Green
* John Michael Gutermuth
Maegan Nicole Guzman
Δ Candidate for Distinction
* Candidate for Honors
** Candidate for High Honors
*** Candidate for Highest Honors
**Elizabeth Regan Hall
Holly Susan Hankenson
Bailey Belle Hanks
Douglas Blaine Hardin
Daniel Robert Head
*Debra J. Heatherly
George Alexander Hedley
Ivey Chrystine Henderson
Devan Tyler Henley
Anna Kate Hennis
Fernando Javier Hernandez
Christopher Cody Higdon
Jacob Anthony Hina
Jacqueline Susan Hinkle
Katherine Renee’ Hisle
Houston Joseph Holloman
Adonis Horta Lima
Brentan Kyle Hudson
Olivia Kate Hudson
Monica Elizabeth Huff
Reed Alexander Hutchinson
Troy Matthew Isaac
Nicholas Alexander Jackson
*Savannah Nicole James
James Michael Jarvis
Mackenzie Elaine Jenkins
Christopher Alan Johnson
Katrina J. Johnson
Tristan Marc Johnson
**Katherine Landin Johnston
Samantha Cary Jones
Justin David Kellerman
Grant Alexander Kennedy
Mitchell Brandon Kessler
William Allen Kinman IV
Lindsey Brooke Koester
Emily Nicole Kreutzjans
Tyler Logan Kuhlenbeck
Ruhikul Kulkarni
William Thomas Lampe
Brandon Graeme Lancaster
Olivia Nicole Lavin
Megan Barbara Leonard
Kely Marie Lewis
Dalton Thomas Linebach
Madison Jane Linebach
* Lei Liu
Jack Austin Losch
Brendan William Lowery
*Mitchell Patrick Lyons
Kimberly Madison Martin
Michael Richmond
Massoth
Rachel Elizabeth McDonald
*Dylan Patrick McFarland
Patrick Douglas McLane
Ryan James McMahon
Brendon Patrick McNamara
Zachary Wilhoite
McWilliams
Clark Anthony Meyer
*Dietrich Martin Meyer
Salvator Vincent Migliore
Christian P. Millay
Grant William Miller
**Kathryn J. Money
*Scott David Morgan
Alexander Morin
Kougouchef
Amy Elizabeth Morrison
Darian M. Morton
*Meagan Kay Moutoux
**Natasha Gauri Mundkur
James Donald Mundy
Joel Kubalondi Owambayi
Punit Viren Naran
**Kiaraesh Navig
Ishaan Nayar
Donovan Lucian Neal
Nathan Warren Newport
Sarah Newton
Barun Kumar Nigam
Jacob Noble
Gabriel Hunter Nolco
Jacob Joseph Nowry
Nicholas Anderson O’Brien
**Jamie Priscilla O’Daniel
Evan M. O’Hara
*Joshua Aaron Olinick
John Paul Oppelt
*Jakob Tyler Page
Chance Dean Palmer
Caleb Michael Parker
**Kirsten Alexandra Parker
Gopal Parmar
Shivani Kamlesh Patel
*Sean David Paulus
**Dylan Mark Payne
*Ryan Patrick Payne
Adonis Pena Soto
Rebecca Clay Pickett
*Roby Thomas Pile
Hunter Christopher Poff
Hogan Polotnik
*Brendan Alexander Powell
Dean Christian Prewitt
*Andrew James Raley
**Elizabeth Leigh Ramsay
Natalie Anne Reichmuth
Rachel Hannah Reid
Madeline Mae Renzi
Gerlaine Isab Richardson
Nicholas Lawrence Riff
*Bradley William Riggs
Paige Lynn Ritcherson
Logan Alexander Robinson
*Michael David Robinson
Samuel William Rogers
Noah Carroll Rough
Patrick John Rumoro
Hamilton Tyler Rush
Denesia Lashae Sanders
Samuel Joseph Schad
*Andrew Lawrence Schaefer
*Nathan Anthony Scheler
Christopher Gerard
Schifano
Robert Grant Schilling
Danielle Nicole Schretzman
Samantha Danielle Seal
Emily Dawn Shader
Todd Alan Sheets Jr.
Torrey Raegan Shields
Kristen Marie Siegfried
Anthony Scott Silvers
Elizabeth Ann Riley Smith
Kirsten Marie Smith
*Lindsay McCormack Smith
*Nicole Roya Smith
**Ryan Neal Smith
Zachary Ryan Smith
**Elshadai Bethel Smith-Mensah
*Zachary Thomas Spalding
Derek Deon Sparkling
Zachary Marshall Spaulding
Timothy Allen Spurlock
Cameron David St. Clair
Nicholas Dean Stewart
Kimberly Marie Stocker
Taylor Hannah Stone
**Tristan Louis Street
Hallie Ann Stubby
Lindsey Paige Striegel
Sena Dooter Suswam
Rachel Elizabeth Swartz
Caleigh Lisa Marie Swinney
Nur Ladjamatli Tan
**Reid Nicholas Templeton
Sydney Ann Thompson
Charles Luke Thurman
Samuel Brett Tiefermann
Taylor Nicole Tuxworth
Alexander Christopher
Uncleback
Brynnan Shaye Underhill
Michael Stephen Venard
Shai-ann Nikole Vera
Brianna Nicole Vitt
Jennifer Lianne Allen Vogt
Matthew Jared Volpert
Evan Michael Walsh
*Andrew Jacob Walters
*Henry Wang
*Adam Michael Wantland
*Shelby Elizabeth Ward
Robert James Lee Weedman
Amanda Lynne
Wienczkowski
Patrick Arthur Wilbourn
Niya Renee Williams
**Kyle Andrew Willinger
Tyler Lee Winslow
Davis Pawley Wright
Thomas Mason Wuest Jr.
Qing Ye
Sheffield Watterson Young
Simon Zach
*Emily Tianlan Zeng

**Bachelor of Science**

Benjamin Burrill
* Emily Jane Cohoon
Secou Drame
Andrew Richard Elliott
Taylor Cole Fatheree
Matthew Smith Finn
* James Jacob Ford
Turahn Lamonte Gordon
* Claire Madeleine Gothard
Campbell Bettswers
Gott
* Lucie Heranova
Alexander Patrick Jones
John Edward Kremer
Kyle Scott Lewis
Jordan Patrick Light
* Isaac Shane Mitchell
*Alexandra Carolinn Page
Victor Anthony Prather
Matthew Stephen Rice
* Kendall Michelle Ruber
Aaron Santana
** Mary Margaret Schnell
Kevin Dong-Gue Seo
Mallory Abigail Simon
James Daniel Tilton III
Niya Renee Williams

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Easton Bradford Depp**
* Nicole Lynn Fielder
** Sydney Hope Greenwell
Brennen Thomas Ray
Neeley
* Morgan Elizabeth Parsons
Emma Marie Birtell
Reynolds
* Diana Helen Rudic
Leonardo David Salinas
Chacon
Preston James Spicer

**Certificate in Accounting**

Olivia Marie Henken
Kseniya A. Medova Buck

*Candidate for Honors
**Candidate for High Honors
***Candidate for Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

College of Education and Human Development

Outstanding Graduate
Regina Mary Passanisi

University Honors Scholars
Alyson Boles
Alexa Sue Burke

Department of Early Childhood and Elementary Education

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Early Childhood Education
Olivia C. Orberson
Morgan Noelle Sheehy

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education
Gabrielle Sharon Ernst
Michelle L. Blevins

Outstanding Teacher Candidate in Elementary Education
Sarah Elizabeth Carson
Ambreanna Lynne Mota
Rachael Clair Cecil
Shelby Elizabeth Miller

Outstanding Master of Arts in Student Teaching in Early Elementary Education
Celestine Fuquay

Outstanding Master of Education Student Teacher Leading in Reading and Literacy
Wanda Lynn Jaggers

Joe Wilkes Award for Outstanding Student Teacher of Elementary Education
Lauren Irene Kelly
Kayla Marie Vickers
Tré’Von Kendrick Watts

Diane Kyle Award for Outstanding Community Engagement
Emily Lynn Zuccaro

Department of Special Education

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Learning and Behavior Disorders
Riley Quinn Gavin

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Teacher in Learning and Behavior Disorders
Tré’Von Kendrick Watts

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Victoria Brooke Von Busch

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Teacher in Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Rachel Lynn Wood

Outstanding Professional Disposition Award in Undergraduate Special Education
Sydney Gabrielle Krug
Emily Catherine Gill

Outstanding Undergraduate Performance in Special Education
Gabrielle Lela Cesarz

Special Education Personnel with Enhanced Core Content Knowledge (SPECCK)
Rylee Anne-Clair Joiner
Katherine Gries
Alyssa Lynn Walker

Outstanding Master of Education Student in Special Education
Sarah Michelle Forister

Outstanding Master of Education Student in Special Education-Assistive Technology
Jessica Ann Stinson

Outstanding Master of Education Student in Special Education-Learning & Behavior Disorders
Shalece S. Kohnke
Delta Zeta Award Special Education:  
In honor of Gladys George Corley  
Lauren Elizabeth Heckman  

Delta Zeta Award Special Education:  
In honor of Julia Heil Sikora  
Elizabeth L Anderson  

Outstanding Graduate Student in Applied Behavior Analysis  
Taylor Anne Brown  
Heather A. Ewing  

Department of Middle and Secondary Education  
Outstanding Student in Middle Grades Education  
Sydney Gabrielle Krug - English and Social Studies  
Regina Mary Passanisi - Mathematics  
Connor MacDonald Adams – Science  

Outstanding Student in Secondary Grades Education  
Sarah Ruth Cottrell – English  
Mary Elizabeth Pippen – English  
Madison Elaine Miller – English  
Danielle Marie Vincent – English  
Sophie Noelle Daneshmand – Social Studies  
Hannah Paris Evans – Mathematics  
Amy Lauren Adkisson – Science  
Jamie Beth Oleka – Science  
Cheng Hong Wang – Science  

Outstanding Master of Education Student – Teacher Leader w/ESL Endorsement  
Sara Marie Meierding  

Outstanding Master of Education Student – Teacher Leader  
Sarah Hardin Riley – Instructional Technology  
Frances Maryn Fisher – Secondary Education  

Outstanding Student in Alternative Certification  
Joseph Ian Sulkowski – English  
Carson Hsiao – Science  
Daniela Anna Delvescovo – Science  

Joe Wilkes Award for Outstanding Student Teacher of Middle and Secondary Education  
Madison Elaine Miller – English  
Sarah Ruth Cottrell – English  
Danielle Marie Vincent – English  
Sarah S. Pearl – Mathematics  

Chuck Thompson Award for Outstanding Masters of Art in Teaching Award  
Jacquelyn Pauleen Brengelman – Music  
Brooklyn Rose Smith – Music  

Participant Researcher, EVPRI Transdisciplinary Research Grant, Transforming Learning Communities, (2017-2019)  
Hannah Paris Evans  
Regina Mary Passanisi  
Jamie Michelle Smith  
Danielle Marie Vincent  
Sarah Ruth Cottrell  
Sophie Noelle Daneshmand  
La’Que Deshod Howard Newby  
Mary Elizabeth Pippen  

Department of Educational Leadership, Evaluation, and Organizational Development  
Outstanding Doctorate of Education Student (Ed.D.) Award  
Sandra Lynn Hogue  

Outstanding Education Specialist (Ed.S.) Student Award  
Margot Renee Smith  

Outstanding Master of Arts Student in Higher Education Administration  
Angela Marie Rone  

Outstanding Military Student in Higher Education Administration  
Andre Ralon Burrell  

Outstanding Organizational Leadership & Learning (OLL) Student Award  
Stephanie Leigh Miller  
Melanie Louise Woosley  

Blake Haselton Community Change Agent  
Kathy Yvette Stovall  

Malcolm S. Knowles Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning  
Bridgette Gordon Pearl  

Organizational Leadership and Learning Community Engagement Award  
Kenneth Paul Robinson  

Human Resource Education Community Engagement Award  
Omar Cham  
Chelsea Elizabeth Knecht  

Christopher Frey Military Learner Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning  
Dominique Ezell Cavanaugh
Resilience Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Sadia Mian  
Rebecca Sparks Kemp  
Audrey Suzanne Neasham

R. Wayne Pace Award - Human Resource Education
Hyung Bin Jang

Sheila D. Bridgeman Student Collegiality Award
Stacey Anne Gardner

Department of Health & Sport Sciences
Outstanding Undergraduate Student – Exercise Science
Abigail Leigh Wright  
Outstanding Graduate Student Award – Exercise Physiology
Ian Timothy O’Brien
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award – Sport Administration
Breia Rene Maddox  
Dustin William Watts
Outstanding Graduate Student Award – Sport Administration
Nina Siegfried
Outstanding Undergraduate Student – Physical Education Teacher Preparation
Yannis M. Soukas  
Aaron Daniel Floyd
John Heldman Academic Achievement Award
Bryan Thomas Hirt
Sherrill E. Brakmeier Award
Brayden Nathaniel Daehler
Joseph R. Trabue Award
Danielle Garvin
Ellis J. Mendelsohn Award
Eiman Zuberi
Sue Hall Award - Outstanding Student in the field of Health & Physical Education
Mary Kay Carroll

Outstanding Senior for Service and Leadership
Alexis N. Chevalier

Clark F. Wood Award
Amanda Kristine Byler

William Weinberg Award for Outstanding Graduate Student – Physical Education Teacher Preparation
Robert V. Johnson II

Distinguished Military Graduate
United States Army Reserve Officer Training Corps
Samuel Best

Department of Counseling and Human Development
Outstanding Graduate in College Student Personnel Program
Ariel Shawnshai Watson
Outstanding Graduate in Art Therapy Program
Charlene Isabella Hatton
Outstanding Graduate in School Counseling Program
Darin Wayne Gray
Outstanding Student in Clinical Mental Health Counseling Program
Aryn Renee Wright
College Student Personnel Program Excellence in Scholarship Award
Whitney Menser
College Student Personnel Community Engagement Award
Tyler Ragland
Outstanding Graduate in Educational Psychology, Measurement, & Evaluation
Brittany Flanery Crawford
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts

David Cevan Anderson
Danyal Khuda Bakhsh
Brooke Alexandra Betts
Antwan DeAndre Brown
Andre Ralon Burrell
James Todd Craig
Marcus DeShawn Craig
Terree LaSha’e Ford
Christopher Fradin
Christopher Michael Francis
William Roy Gogerty III
Christian Nicholas Graham
Danielle Hayden
Jose Eduardo Hernandez Rivera
Erica Laurel Hulse
Erik Adam Jablonski
Jason DeValya Jones
Matthew Joseph Jouett
Benjamin Lee Krebs
Scott Marshall Kulla
Matthew Cole Landon
John Wayne Lankford
Michael Wilbur Leggett
Jeremiah Craig Litzinger
Geraldine Mack
Eric James Marshall
Homar M. Marval
Lawrence Terrell McAfee
Brett Eric Meadows
John Alastair Meister
Tyler Ashton Owens
Trevor Jamar Polk
Janie Kay Pruitt
Freddy Stanley Rodriguez
Angela Marie Rone
Jeremiah Scott Ross
James W. Sanders
Kristen Marie Shifrin
Jesus D. Soto Melendez
Madeline Carlisle Stine
Travis Joshua Swan
Idris Teniola Taiwo
David Bausman Voorhees III
Jeremiah John Willis

Master of Arts in Teaching

Connor MacDonald Adams
Amy Lauren Adkisson
John David Baumgarten
Joanna Elise Baxter
Abigail Taylor Boone
Jacqueline Pauleen Brengelman
Bryan Anthony Burns
Mary Kay Carroll
Savanna Rose Castello
Amanda Belicia Castro
David Troy Cecil
Megan Roxanne Collins
Nathaniel James Levy Crenner
Emily Ruth Crump
Daniela Anna Delvescovo
Sarah Frances Frisbie
Meredith Marshall Garner
Ashlynn Marie Gillespie
 Lorena D. Gonzalez Velazquez
Seth Daniel Gordon
Samuel Boone Gruber
Colin Maxwell Hanna
Isabella Marieta Hassel
Rebecca Reed Howell
Carson Hsiao
Ryan Tyler Hudson
Robert Vernon Johnson II
Phillip M. McCauley
Christian Kenneth Ray Miller
Jamie Beth Oleka
Babak Rezaei
Elena Catherine Schroeder
Brooklyn Rose Smith
Joseph Ian Sulkowski
Christina Marie-Casto Telser
Alexis Lynn Tickle
Joshua Tyler Tierney
Austin D. Walley
Cheng Hong Wang

Master of Education

Elizabeth L. Anderson
Justin Clint Bickett
Tara H. Bowlin
Taylor Anne Brown
Eliza Catherine Burkman
Richard Eugene Carbuccia
Holli Resha Cartwright
Rachel Ann Chandler
Amanda Michelle Colville
Jodi Lynn Cox
Osmaida Naile Cruz Batista
Kaitlyn Davis
Ronald Wilford Denney II
Christina Marie Dilley
Michelle Elizabeth Dunn
Jasmine Eastman
Brittany Christine Embry
Dominique Evans
Heather A. Ewing
Frances Maryn Fisher
Kelly Erin Fleischer
Sarah Michelle Forister
Kathleen Jeanette Garcia
Darin Wayne Gray
Sara Beth Hardin-Riley
Timothy Scott Hargrave
Kathleen Jeanette Garcia
Karle Eastman
Brittany Christine Embry
Dominique Evans
Heather A. Ewing
Frances Maryn Fisher
Kelly Erin Fleischer
Sarah Michelle Forister
Kathleen Jeanette Garcia
Karle Eastman

Master of Science

Louie Abounader
Kathleen Baird
Carl Amadeus Beutler
Charles Roy Bonner II
Zachary P. Brinkman
Taylor Judith Bucklin
Amanda Kristine Byler
Omar Papa Cham
Curtis Allen Clontz
Joshua DeJuan Cloudy
Abigail Marie Day
Joshua Daniel Duncan
Stacey A. Gardner
Christian Michael Goodyear
Gabriele Rae Greenwald
Kelly Anne Mercer
Stephanie Anita Morris-Moore
Lisa Ann Mulder
Claire Nelson
Damaris Njihia
Yesenia Ochoa
Jessica Rose Parrish
Mikayla Ashton Powell
Cayla J. Reed
Sierra Marie Rodamaker
Nathan Scott Sampson
Brianne Morgan Wolf Schulten
Cathy Aymes Shirdcliffe
Chelsi Michele Sloan
Rachel Elizabeth Spears
Kasie Shaune Stenle
Jessica Ann Stinson
David Lee Thompson
Hanna Venea Thompson
Micaela Nicole Wang
Stephanie Julianna Waterhouse
Ariel Shawnshai Watson
Elizabeth Michael Willhite
Aryn Renee Wright
Tonia Rochelle Younger
Deborah JoAnn Zimlich

College of Education and Human Development
Bachelor of Science

Christopher Chad Abrams
† Kyle James Ackerman
Enisa Alihadzic
Amer Sam Alzayed
Keefe Lee Ammons
Kristy June Anderson
Steven Travis Arnold
Stefan Arsenovic
Emily Nicole Baeten
Anita Maria Baker
††Brittney Nicole Ballard
John Paul Barlow
Tyler Wayne Barrick
Amy L. Behymer
††Chauntasia Ann Bender
††Jasmine Chanel Bennett
†Patricia Diane Berrios
Samuel Eliot Best
David Paul Beumer
Kyle David Beyer
Justin Cole Blankenship
† Alyson Boles
Kameron Marquise
Boleware
Joshua David Bookhamer
Natalie Rochelle Bradford
Gabrielle Love Brooks
Cory Jacob Brown
Mikel Le'Shawn Brown
Stephanie N. Brown
Christopher Deontae Buckner
Gabriel Lloyd Burchell
††Alexa Sue Burke
Latrice Nicole Burnley
Kevin J. Burns
Michael Clay Call
Ryan Michael Callahan
Tyler James Cambron
Kennadi Lauren Carbin
Dominique Ezell
Cavanaugh
Tessa Lauren Chad
Brittany Michelle Chamblee
Mark Duncan Chaplin
Zoey Rae Chapman
††Samantha Michele Chesser
††Alexis Noelle Chevalier
Lauren Elizabeth Cissell
†Austin H. Clark
Carly Ashton Clements
†Cody Randall Cochran
Dylan Robert Cochran
Christy Lynn Conley
Katlie Andraean Conley
††Sarah Ruth Cottrell
†Brook Reid Cowan
†Shelby Elizabeth Crawford
†Brayden Nathaniel Daeahler
††Sophie Noelle Daneshmand
Eric Anthony Davis
Tara Q. Denzinger
Charles Francis Dillon
Javar Montinae Downs
Jesse Lyn Doyle
Mackenzie Elizabeth Dozer
Mathias Jeon Duarte
Jonathan Mark Duncan
††Jasmine Michelle Embrey
†Hannah Paris Evans
Daniel James Fecteau
†David Joe Fegett
Aaron Daniel Floyd
Kenneth Robert Fosnot
Jaquail Rashad Fowler
Shawnee J. Frazier
Logan Walker Frederick
Keith Shavel Freeman Sr.
Samantha Jean Fuehring
†Julie Ann Gadd
††William Cody Gant
†Danielle Christine Garvin
Blake Aaron Gay
††Margaret Mary Geraghty
Aja Rae Givens
Jake Alexander Glascoc
Crystal Denise Golden
Bridgette Lee Gordon Pearl
Keegan Ashmore Gothers
Carly Rose Grant
†Margaret Graue
Sean William Green
Arthur Lee Griffin IV
Abbey Jane Gross
†Erik Taylor Hagan
Stephanie Ann Hall
Ra'Vonte La'Marcus Harbin
Vivian Ashley Haupt
Tyler Hunt Haycraft
Michael Jarrod Henderson
Angela Ray Henes
Megan Elizabeth Hensley
Kelsie Nicole Hill
†Bryan Joseph Hoeing
Derek Scott Holderman
Lisa Jo Hollow
Alliza Marie Housh
Katie Gayle Howard
††Perie Alaina Howard
Jennifer Kay Hubbard
††Halee Charlen Hudson
†Paula T. Huffman
Renita Elizabeth Hurrigan
Morissa Jane Huskey
Cameron Drew Inlow
Neil Grant Jarvis
Alexandria Olivia Johnson
Tia Shanice Johnson
†Keith DeWayne Johnson Jr.
†††Rebecca Sparks Kemp
Ryan Andrew Kennedy
Max A. Kestler
††Kenneth River King
†Brian Anthony Klotz
Jeaninne Marie Knott
†Sydney Gabrielle Krug
Sydney Paige Lewis
†Madison Marie Lutette
††Breia Rene Maddox
Zackery A. Main
Troy Dewaine Marables
†Alyssa Nicole Marano
Raphael Vincent Marrillia
Jerry Austin McCarty
Ayeisha McFerran
††Dakota Edwin McKinney
Dino Mehic
†††Sidney Elizabeth Melton
Alexander Jonathan Michiele
††Madison Elaine Miller
Stephanie Leigh Miller
Cali Elizabeth Mills
Alexandra Paige Miyahara
††Rachel Elizabeth Monell
Blaine Morgan III
††Emily Rose Moser
Audrey Suzanne Neasham
†Thomas Duane Nemecek
†La'Que Deshod Howard
Newby
Micah Jaden O'Neal
Mary Ann Oetken
Baily Jaye Overstreet
Beena Mahesh Kumar
Padhiar
††Regina Mary Passanisi
Clayton Hilliard Patton
†Sarah Shelby Pearl
Jeffrey Peterman
Allison Paige Peters
†Scott Blaine Peters Jr.
Jacqueline Pettit
Calib Ezekiel Pinkham
†Mary Elizabeth Pippen
†Lilli Marie Popovich
James Cade Potter
Mykah Lorren Prater
Jordan Tayshaw Price
†Jared Seth Radin
Tiera Nicole Ralston
John Dominic Reed
Javen Alan Reeves
Daniel Alan Rhoads
Ashley Kay Rice
Rachel Sarah Richmond
Michelle Ryan Ries
Emily Nicole Riggs
Carmon Nicole Robertson-Clarke
Kenneth Paul Robinson
Hannah Morgan Ross
Daniel Rothenbusch
†Nicolas Claude Michel Rouanet
†Cameron Scott Rowland
Ashleigh Merin Rufus
Laura Marie Sander
†Jacob Tyler Schrecker
Brian K. Scott
Carolyn Shumate Semenick
†Brenna Catherine Shanahan
† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science in Early Elementary Education

† Bailey Morgan Adkins
†† Michelle Lynn Blevins
Charlotte C. Breax
Taylor Michelle Campbell
Sydney Michelle Carpenter
†† Sarah Elizabeth Carson
Madison Gal Carter
Rachael Clair Cecil
†† Gabrielle Lela Cesarz
†† Madison Nicole Dils
Gabrielle Sharon Ernst
Rachel Raven Fenton
† Riley Quinn Gavin
† Natalie Christine Gibbons
†† Emily Catherine Gill
Katherine Elizabeth Gries
Victoria Katelyn Hageman
†† Erika Nicole Hart
Sarah Nicole Hartlage
Jessica Renae Johnson
Rylee Anne-Clair Joiner
Danielle Montgomery
† Lauren Irene Kelly
†† Shelby Elizabeth Miller
† Ambreanna Lynne Mota
† Olivia C. Orberson
Andrew Dylan Rochet
† Kaylen Michelle Runner
†† Megan Rose Sheanshing
† Morgan Noelle Sheehy
†† Emily Sarah Shouse
Kayla Marie Vickers
†† Victoria Brooke Von Busch
Alyssa Lynn Walker
Jack William Wallace
† Tre’ Von Kenderrick Watts
Jade Marl Wilson
† Rachel Lynn Wood

Certificate in Health Professions Education

Pascale Alard
Kristin Nicole Baisch
Tracey Lynn Brink
Leonor C. Curbelo-Martinez
Sherry Babbage Melisizwe
Ashley Elizabeth Neal
Joann Pryor
Adamar Valdes Arias

Certificate in Autism and Applied Behavior Analysis

Angie Michele Blanton
Sarah Hawkins-Lea

Specialist in Education

April Lynn Doss
Jamison Dale Gravatte
Geoffrey Alan James
Shaun Steven McIntosh
Norma Alagao Nangju
Anna Sanders
Luke Martin Schmoll
Margot Renee Smith
Caleb J. West
Hillary Nicole Whitaker

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Commencement Symbols and Traditions

University commencement ceremonies are important symbols of the continuity of university education and the traditions that underlie this education. Participants will notice at least three unique qualities to the University's commencement—the mace, the regalia, and the processionals.

The Mace

The mace has an ancient history as a symbol of authority. Originally it was a weapon of offense, made of iron and capable of breaking armor. It was a giant club which came to be associated with brave men who fought to protect the king's person. Maces were borne by sergeants-at-arms to protect Phillip II of France and Richard I of England.

The use of maces for civic purposes began about the middle of the thirteenth century. By the sixteenth century they were covered with silver and used by several cities. In 1649, the House of Commons obtained a mace and in 1756, a silver mace was made for the Colony of South Carolina, which is still used in the state capitol of Columbia. As a symbol of authority, the mace usually has arms engraved on or near the top and these or a cross may be protected by a coronet or arched crown.

In commencement processions, the mace is carried in before the president or chancellor and the dignitaries composing the platform party. Along with historic and colorful costumes, flags, and regalia of office, it stands for order and authority.

In the fall of 1966, the University of Louisville commissioned John Prangnell, sculptor and assistant professor of Fine Arts, to prepare a university mace. Prangnell's approach was to avoid the standard format used for such maces and to develop an instrument to convey the University's involvement with the future. The result is a gold-plated mace, the head of which maintains free-flowing upswept lines with a number of indentations and inserts, one of them cherry wood, to symbolize the uncertainties and the hidden beauties of the future and higher education's part in it. The mace is therefore a piece of modern symbolic art rather than a replica of standard medieval forms. The mace was accepted by the UofL Board of Trustees on June 11, 1967.

The Academic Regalia

The tradition of gowns and hoods being worn as academic regalia at graduation ceremonies stems from a distinctive style of academic dress that emerged in the first universities in Europe in the twelfth century. The style was influenced by the fact that masters and scholars at that time were usually members of the clergy. For example, in 1222 at the Council of Oxford, the Archbishop of Canterbury ordered English clerics to wear the *cappa clausa* - a closed, flowing gown based on a lay fashion of the period. As a result, this garment came to be regarded as academic dress for university masters who, as clerics, wore it. Later, when the clergy neglected the rule in general, the garment was recognized as an exclusively academic one.

The *pileus*, a common headdress of medieval laymen, was adopted by the Church at the Synod of Bergamo (1311) and became typical headwear at the universities. The caps and tams worn by faculty are a direct descendant of the *pileus*. The *pileus quadratus*, or square cap, is today's mortarboard worn by most graduates.

The hood as an academic vestment originated from the cowl worn by monks in the Middle Ages as protection against inclement European weather. It was worn over a short cape known as a tippet, and had a tail, known as a liripipe, which was used to pull the hood over the head and wrapped around the throat to keep the hood in place. Today the tippet remains as part of the hood and, although the hood is never worn on the head, the liripipe is retained as the funnel-shaped hood.

The tradition of wearing the hood hanging down the back is said to be derived from the practice of medieval monks, many of whom were solicitors in the King's Court, who used the bag-like hanging hood as a "contribution bowl" for clients and well wishers. Early scholars used the hood to collect the fees for lectures.

Colors have long been significant in denoting different academic disciplines and, more recently, levels of scholastic achievement. Standard gowns of different shape, length and sleeve design indicate the degrees of Bachelor, Master and Doctor. The robes of the President, Provost, Chair of the Board of Trustees, and Grand Marshal represent the office, not the degree.
Hoods and Tassels

The distinctive colors in the hoods and the tassels of the caps accord with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiology</td>
<td>Spruce Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sciences</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tassels on the caps of the seniors indicate by this table the nature of their degrees. In the hoods of the faculty and guests, the color of the border indicates the type of degree, while the lining of the hood shows colors of the university which bestowed the degree.

Banners

The school and college banners display the colors of the academic units. The red and black border represents the University and the diagonal stripes display the following colors:

- Arts and Sciences: White and Gold
- Business: Drab
- Dentistry: Lilac
- Education and Human Development: Light Blue
- Graduate: Blue
- Law: Purple
- Medicine: Kelly Green
- Music: Pink
- Nursing: Apricot
- Public Health and Information Sciences: Salmon Pink and Gold
- Social Work: Citron
- Speed: Orange and Gold

Golden Key International Honour Society

The blue and gold honor cords are worn by members of the Golden Key National Honour Society. Students are from all schools and colleges of the University of Louisville.

Mortar Board National Honor Society

Mortar Board is a national college honor society which recognizes seniors for distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service. Mortar Board members wear silver and gold cords.

Tau Sigma National Honor Society

Tau Sigma is the national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma members wear burgundy cords.

Students Graduating With Honors

Students graduating with honors are identified by honor cords. Students graduating Summa Cum Laude wear a gold and red cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a red cord; and students graduating Cum Laude wear a gold cord.

A copy of the program book is published online and available to print at: louisville.edu/commencement/program-book

This publication was prepared by the University of Louisville and printed with state funds KRS 57.375.

The University of Louisville is an equal opportunity institution and does not discriminate against persons because of race, age, religion, sex, handicap, color or national origin.

U of L is a registered trademark for the University of Louisville and cannot be reproduced or used without written permission from the university.
Alma Mater & Alumni Song

We thy sons and daughters stand,  
To sing thy highest praise,  
With deepest rev’rence in our hearts,  
For these our college days.
Thy honor true we all defend,  
’Tis known we love thee well.
Our thoughts for years to come will be  
Of thee, our UofL.
Now our thoughts go back to you,  
Our Alma Mater dear,
To days gone by with friends we loved  
Now scattered far and near
On shaded walks and campus green,  
Your sons and daughters true,  
With voices raised and spirits high  
Sing loud their praise to you.